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T
he Federal Committee on Statistical Methodology was organized by the Oftlce of
Management and Budget (OMB) in 1975 to investigate the issues of data quality
affecting Federal statistics. Members of the Committee, selected by OMB on the

basis of their individual expertise and intmst in statistical methods, serve in a personal ca-
pacity rather than as agency representatives. The Committee conducts its work through
subcommittees that are organized to study particuk issues and prepare working papers pre-
senting their findings. The subcommittees are open by invitation to Federal employees who
wish to participate. This is the 24th Statistical Policy Working Paper published under the
auspices of the Committee since its founding.

The Subcommittee on Electronic Dissemination of Statistical Data was formed in Janu-
ary 1994 to document the use in Federal statistical agencies of electronic means of dissemi-
nating data. The repo% Statistical Policy Working Paper 24, Electronic Dissemination of
Stat&tiazZDukz, includes several topics, such as Options and Best Uses for Different Media
Operation of Electronic Dissemination Service, Customer Service Programs, Cost and Fi-
nancing of Electronic Dissemination Service, Latest Interagency Initiatives, and an Appen-
dix, giving a summary of current Federal agency practices.

The report is intended as an aid to statistical agency managers in decision-making about
electronic dissemination of publicly-available statistical data. The report was organized and
written to transcend the types of media used in the rapidly changing environment for elec-
tronic dissemination. Readers may fmd it more useful to begin with Chapter 5, on Cost and
Financing of Electronic Dissemination Service, followed by the chapters on Customer Ser-
vice Programs and Operation of Electronic Dissemination Service. The material in the Ap-
pendix and Chapter 2, Options and Best Uses for DifYerentMedi% is the most time-sensitive
and will need to be updated periodically to maintain its utility. The last chapter, on Latest
Interagency Initiatives, explains some “next steps” already underway for dissemination of
Federal StiitiStiCd data.

The Subcommittee on Electronic Dissemination of Statistical Data was chaired by Alan
Tupek of the National Science Foundation.

This report and other Statistical Policy Working Papers are available electronically through
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics’ World Wide Web home page (Mt@www.bts.gov).
Aversion of this report in pdfformat is also available through National Science Foundation’s
Division of Science Resources Studies (Mtp://www.nsf.gov/sWsdskkht@.
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1: Introduction

The rapid expansion of computer technology has led to vast changes in the supply of and
demand for Federal statistical data. Technology is no longer the primary barrier be-
tween users and information. As a resul~ the audience for statistical dam traditionally

limited to a specialized constituency, is growing and changing. The advent of a national
information infrastructure will surely have even greater impact. To serve the increased de-
mand for information, statistical agencies must adopt new methods of disseminating statisti-
cal information and data to replace the traditional means -- nxuns of paper and magnetic tap
-- that used to serve as the principal source of statistical information.

This report is intended to aid managers in decision-making about electronic dissemination
of publicly-available statistical data -- using electronic bulletin boards, faxes, e-mail, Internet
and other public networks, diskettes, magnetic tape, and CD-ROM. These de&ions include
how to pursue new avenues of electronic dissemination of statistical daa how to operate an
electronic dissemination service, how to prepare data for electronic dissemination, how to
service the users, and what the costs and financing options are for electronic dissemination.
The repoti includes recommended procedures for electronic dissemination of data - e.g., sug-
gestions on user charges -- and ideas for dissemination of survey concepts and measures of
data quality -- as well as examples of current practice and near-future plans of Federal statis-
tical agencies in the area of electronic dissemination of statistical data.

It should be noted from the outse~ however, that this f~ld is changing daily. The focus
here, therefoxe, is on process, rather than on recommendations of particular technological
systems. Examples, when given, provide a baseline for current best practice.

Deciding How to Disseminate Electronically

A variety of factors will contribute to an agency’s ability to begin and sustain an electronic
dissemination function. This section highlights six areas for consideration by agencies in
deciding how to initiate electronic dissemination.

Demand
Users of government data are asking for more da~ mom quickly, in a more user-friendly

form. Electronic dissemination affords a method --in some instances, the only method --of
meeting these increased demands. In fac~ some agencies have discovered that moving to
electronic dissemination (e.g., from paper reports) or moving into a more user-friendly form
of electronic dissemination (e.g., from magnetic tape to CD-ROM) not only serves current
users of their data, but yields more users, as the data bexome more easily accessible. Ulti-
mately, electronic dissemination should prove to be less expensive for organizations which
today have extensive print publishing activities, given the high cost of paper, printing, distri-
bution, order taking, and warehousing.



Capaciy
Adopting an electronic dissemination strategy requires an agency to be willing snd able to

invest the resources to create and disseminate data in this new way. Capacity, of course, may
encompass many things, including:

Personnel--- Existing personnel may need retraining and, possibly, new personnel with
new sets of skills maybe necessary

Equipment.--An investment in hardware and software maybe required to permit the
agent y to generate data or documents in electronic form;

Contracts.--Rather than investing in personnel and equipment in-house, the agency
may choose to contract for the creation and dissemination of electronic da~,

Dissemination Service.-The agency will need to decide how to distribute its elec-
tronic products to users, again through in-house personnel or by contrac~

Customer Support.-* a corollary to distribution, the agency will need to provide
customer service and technical assistance, if the agency does not contract out its elec-
tronic dissemination. Whereas traditional assistance tends to focus on users’ questions
about conten~ the customer support for electronic products may also need to handle
the myriad of users’ technical difficulties that result fkom incompatible hardwanYsoft-
ware and/or users’ ignorance about technical aspects that arise during the use of an
electronic product -- e.g., why does the softswue that accompanies these data on CD-
ROM crash my PC?

Money
Regardless of the agency’s capacity to staff various aspects of an electronic dissemination

function, the agency may also need to cover costs other than personnel, either by reallocating
current budget dollars or by identifying new sources of funding (e.g., user fees). Garnering
realistic estimates of start-up and continuation costs is clearly important.

Mandate
A requirement by the Executive Oftlce of the Pmsidenq the Offke of Management and

Budge~ or the Congress may represent compelling reasons for an agency to decide to dissemi-
nate data electronically. In addition, the National Performance Review urges agencies to
increase efforts to deliver information and semices to the public via electronic communica-
tion. Agencies can turn such mandates into opportunities by anticipating the direction tech-
nology is heading and planning strategic moves into electronic dissemination.

A less well-known mandate may come from the rtxquirements of the National Archives
and Records Administration (NW). Agencies m required to provide data or information

.

meeting the NARA criteria of “permanent mxords” for entry into the pexmanent archives of

2
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the United States. Whether NARA reqtiments affect the choice of electronic dissemination
strategy will depend to a large extent on the schedule for retirement of data and/or informa-
tion. Today’s technologies are likely to be applicable only for records scheduled for retire-
ment in the near futme.

The Government Information Locator System (GILS) is a govemment-wide program to
help the public locate and access public information. GILS will also help standardize the
process of identifying and describing public information resources.

BcncjJts
Electronic dissemination offers new opportunities for statistical agencies. For example,

well planned and executed electronic dissemination strategies may release resources currently
used to handle data requests. Electronic dissemination may also result in more efficient
means of providing updates, including, in some cases, much earlier releases of data that are
frequently revised.

Electronic dissemination also provides opportunities for agencies to rethink what is the
best way to convey information. Traditionally, the presentation of information about the
reliability of data has posed special challenges to statistical agencies. In pMted reports, space
and format issues limit the presentation. Electronic reports offer more options. For example,
electronic connections can be created to link statistical reports and their underlying method-
ologies, which have traditionally been available only as separate Rports. Statistical reports
that reference other sources of data can be linked electronically to the methodologies for the
source data. In addition, electronic methods can provide easier access to standard error esti-
mates or permit the calculation of such estimates.

Seadty, Con@kntiality, PHvacy
Agencies that deal with sensitive daa especially data that maybe used to identify indi-

viduals (e.g., health cam events), must consider how security will be preserved and confMen-
tiality and privacy protected in an electronic dissemination environment. The ease with which
electronic fdes can be combined adds to the potential threats to security. Data that are non-
sensitive when in paper format or in independent files may become quite sensitive and reveal
identifying information when combined electronically with other available fdes. In addition,
electronic access inevitably raises the specter of unauthorized access. Barrier methods am
needed to ensure that customers using publicly-available data cannot fmd their way into
nonpublic fdes. Because of the special problems posed by sensitive data, this Eport will
focus primarily on public-use information. Still, although data protection issues are largely
beyond the scope of this repom agencies must expect electronic dissemination to pose new
challenges in these areas.

3
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Organization of this Report

This report is divided into six chapters and an Appendix, which draw on the experience of
state-of-the-art systems currently in operation or being planned by Federal statistical agen-
cies. The remainder of the report covers the following:

+

+

Chapter A Options and Beat Uses For Different M~a- As the world becomes
more interconnected electmnical.ly, agencies are likely to select electronic means as
their f~st choice for data dissemination. This chapter describes diffemmt media to
consider, with a focus on timeliness, manipulability, hardware mqirements, COSLand
size of data fdes.

Chapter 3 Operation of Electronic Dissemination Service.--This chapter covers
the preparation of certain types of statistical- information for electronic release, order
processing and fdfillmen~ customer support and amhiving issues. The importance of
advance planning is emphasized, and data preparation tasks are discussed.

Chapter 4: Customer Service Programs. -Customers and customer service am at
the heart of the Federal government’s programs to implement quality management and
achieve high standards of customer satisfaction. This chapter stresses the need for
well-trained pmcmnel to mqmnd to customer requests for information and describes
the components of a successful operation, fmm product documentation to software
and adequate hardware facilities.

Chapter 5 Cost and Financing of Electronic Dissemination.-Traditionally, gov-
ernment informationprovidershave relied on printeddocuments with a set of associ-
ated costs. Both freed and variable costs for providers and users of electronic informa-
tion are differen~ This chapter discusses the costs associated with the electronic dis-
semination function, as well as important issues to consider in accounting for expenses
and equity considerations necasary to recover costs from the user.

Chapter 6 Latest Interagency Initiativea.-llexe aheady are a number of new
efforts underway to expand electronic dissemination of Federal statistical data. This
section lays out the “next steps” for the near fiture.

Appendix: This section provides an agency-by-agency summary of current practices
in electronic dissemination of statistical data Although not intended as a comprehen-
sive survey of Federal dissemination efforts, the Appendix covers current activities of
many of the major statistical agencies, including contact information for selected data
products.

4
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2 Options and Best Uses for Different Media

Background and Philosophy

P
ublicly-available statistical data have been produced and disseminated for years in
paper form (hardcopy) -- even magnetic tape has often been accompanied by ptited
codebooks and mans of printout. Producers of hardcopy wem encouraged to abide

by rules of the press for typesetting, table formatting, and spacing. Many of these require-
ments were implemented simply to improve the document’s visual aesthetics and readability.

Today, we are faced with the challenge of preparing and distributing data and documen-
tation in electronic form. Some of the knowledge garnered through many years of paper
distribution will no longer apply. Instead, there are new specifications to ensure that the
electronic information remains readable, accessible, and acceptable by customers. Of course,
few would disagree that there are some decided benefits that result from the move to mom
modem electronic media. Rominent efficiencies include:

+ increased access to data by a broader variety of usew,
+ faster transfer of data from producer to users;
+ more efficient use of human resources involved in answering data requests;
+ reduced burden on users tore-enter da~ especially when large datasets are

involved; and
+ expanded ability of the user to analyze data.

While striving to maximize the benefits received from electronically distributing daa
there must also be a balance between the potentially diverse needs of customers and the
agency’s own resource limitations. As the producer of statistical data for dissemination,
agencies must know who the customer is and, thus, target data products for that audience.
Them am a variety of tactics to detmnine who uses the data products and what uses are made
of them. These tactics range from conducting market research smeys to compiling lists
based upon historical data-use information already available to the agency. Most data prod-
ucts must meet the needs of a variety of customers. Meeting these needs will require robust
products which am easily available, usable, and affordable.

The rest of this chapter will describe the most prominent and promising media choices
available today, in terms of key selection criterk It will then go on to discuss some general
issues regarding data preparation and system documentation, which go hand-in-hand with
those choices.

Selection Criteria

Before selecting a medium for disseminating public-use data electronically, questions
must be answered which deal with timeliness, manipulability, hardware requirements, cost,

5



and size of data F*. Once these criteria have been considered, the data producer can better
decide which medium best suits the needs of both the data environment and the user.

l%nelinesu
Agencies must f~st determine how soon the data are required by primary customers --

within minutes, hours, or days after release – and fniquency of data retxieval. Another time-
liness issue is how quickly electronic data can be made available to the public after data
collection. Different methods of data transmission can be considmd, such as phone, fac-
simile (fax), and electronic transfer over modems. Less timely methods for less time-sensi-
tive transmissions may involve the use of mail or postal express, where CD-ROMs and floppy
diskettes can be shipped to users. If greater timeliness is importan~ agencies will likely want
to choose data collection and transfer methods that do not rqire traditional physical han-
dling and transportation.

Manipulability
Easeof use is another major consideration. Customers analyzing the data may prefer a

format that pemnits direct manipulation without need to re-enter the base data- e.g., data that
can be easily imported into a spreadsheet or some other application. Manipulability also
encompasses the ability to cxeate smaller fdes using only a subset of the information. Subsetting
can be accomplished through user selection of specified variables; for example, some ana~
lysts may only want to look at a particular state’s or region’s data from a fde that contains all
states and regions. As the goal of providing greater access to a broader group of users is
achieved, it will become more complicated to meet their data manipulation requirements --
because of differences in their interests and expectations, variations in their technological
expertise, and increasing concerns about potential problems with maintaining privacy and
conildentislity.

Hardware Requiswnents
Another issue to bear in mind is hardware requirements. Since it is desirable to make

data available to as wide an audience as is practical, it is a good idea to provide data files that
are accessible by the majority of the users’ hardware. In order to do so, it may be necessary to
query customers about their hardware systems and cotilgurations. (If you choose to produce
data which am hardware-restrictive, them should be an excellent reason for it or a more uni-
versal alternative offered for similar data.) When contemplating the hardware, also consider
the operating systems -- for example, 0S/2, Unix, and Macintosh. It is also important to
remember that hardware continually changes and it maybe difficult for users to remain cur-
rent. While agencies implementing electronic dissemination programs surely strive for state-
of-the-art solutions, these systems may be incompatible with the user’s existing hardware
Hence, provisions should be made to convert the data fdes to readable form.

co8t
The cost of electronic dissemination is a major decision-making issue, as well. Them are

two cost issues that deserve early consideration:

+ - the initial cost for start-up and
+ the maintenance cost associated with keeping the system running.

6
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Bear in mind tha~ since one goal of Federal agencies is to provide as much data as pos-
sible at the lowest possible cost the cost to both the agency and the user must be factcmd into
deliberations when preparing data for dissemination. For instance, it is crucial that the cost
for data access not be so high as to cut off a major portion of the known and potential customer
base.

Size of the Data IWe
Finally, size of the data fk is an important factor in choosing the dissemination media.

Large datasets generally take longer to plan and produce. They may also employ physical
media forms, such as a CD-ROM or a magnetic tape, that requhe physical transportation to
the users, lengthening the &ta transfer time. Smaller fdes, on the other hand, provide greater
flexibility with respect to choice of media and availability, since they maybe either electroni-
cally transferred -- in on-line fashion, using ffle transfer tools -- or physically transported via
a variety of media types.

Media Choices

This section describes each of the mom commonly-used media forms, focusing on each of
the criteria specified above. These have been grouped into two key types of data storage
methods cumently being used in Federal statisticid agencies - on-line transmiAons and E-
corded media. Clearly more than one type of media maybe appropriate when establishing a
data dissemination program.

On-line Transmissions
As theworld becomes more interconnected electronically, electronic transmission of data

is likely to Inxome the primary means of &ta dissemination. This category of media is espe-
cially strong in fulfiig users’ needs for timeliness and affordability. Below is a brief sum-
mary of the major methods of “on-line” or electronic transmission in use today.

Electronic Bulletin Boards.--This forum for electronic dissemination was the pioneer form
forcommunicating data “on line.” With growth of mainstream on-line services like CompuServe
and Amen”caOn-Line, users we~ able to depend less on electronic bulletin boards as their
sole source of easily accessible data. In view of the recent popularization and exponential
growth of the InterneL this trend is likely to continue. Still, the electronic bulletin board may
be a good way to start disseminating data on-line.

Bulletin Board SeMces (BBS) -- once thought of as viable alternatives to most on-line
systems - am a low-cost means to provide users with access to agency public-use data. A
few advantages of a BBS are that

+ setting them up is not expensivq
+ there is generally no cost to usem, and
+ they r@re users to have only the most basic hardware setups.
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Specitlcally, a large number of users can access them because the access is made available via
lowest-common-denominator computers, modems, and telephone lines. The approximate
transmission rate for fde transfers using an Xmodem protocol and a 9600 baud modem is 7.5
minutes per megabyte (MB). The BBS is often used for texGtabular materials, and, occasion-
ally for smsll microdata fdes. The BBS is also a medium for many discussion forums, where
users engage in electronic dialogues by leaving and receiving messages about topics of spe-
cific interest. The following details may help in considering installation of a Bulletin Board
Service.

+ l%eZiness.--Data can be uploaded by a systems operator at any time, so that the most
up-to-&te data maybe accessed by users. The only limitation is the frequency with
which the operator is able to upload ftis.

+ ManipukWity.--Files are generally posted in a form that can be easily manipulated
by users.

+ Hanfware ltequiremen~.--h order to setup a BBS at least one dedicated telephone
line, a modem or modem pool, and a computer are needed. The user minimally must
have access to a modem, a telephone line, and a computer of any type. (Note that by
posting public-use data to a stand-alone computer, the data producer can protect the
source data from illegal intruders.)

+ Cost.--Set-up costs for a BBS are probably the lowest of those for all avenues of
electronic data delivery systems. Usage costs are also low, especially for users in the
local calling area. Most BBS nx@re that long distance users incur the cost of a long
distance telephone call; there am a few exceptions, though, where the agency pro-
vides an 800 number. Apart from telephone company charges and the customer’s own
computer equipmen~ however, BBS use is essentially &. Once the infrastructure is
in place, the data producer’s costs are limited to those associated with system mainte-
nance, i.e., to keep the system current

+ Size of Datiz IWe.-This consideration poses the greatest limitation to selection of
BBS as a data dissemination medium. Because users m downloading f~s, and all
but local users are charged for line use by the minute, this forum is most suitable to
smaller data fdes -- i.e., fdes of less than one megabyte. Many BBS also have time
limits for individual calls, such as 45 minutes per call or 60 minutes per day. Because
of the premium on time used in downloading, it is customary to compress data fdes
posted on BBS. The most widely used compression format is pkzip. Most BBS sys-
tems post a version of pkzip for users to download and use.

ADVMWAGE:This mode of dissemination assures a high level of user access, since the hard-
ware and software requirements am minor and likely are already available to most data users.

DISADVANTAGE:Since this dissemination mode is so readily accessible, it becomes imperative
that adequate access lines be available and that the software servicing the BBS be easy to use.

8
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Facsimile.--It appears that no offkx is complete without at least one fax machine. Faxes have
become an integral part of everyday operations. Although fax technology has the advantage
of being able to transmit an image of any printed page, typical fax machines are considered
too labor-intensive for use as a primary means of distribution. The Automated Fax-Back
(AFB) technology, however, maybe a viable alternative for some agencies. Modem manu-
facturers have greatly improved technology by incorporating fax capabilities into modems.
Conversely, some fax manufacturers now incorporate modems intotheir faxes. Using anAFB
system, a caller follows an automated voice menu, which typically provides details about
available data. The system also provides instruction on seldng the desired information and
arranging that the data be returned by fax to a speci.tlc individual at a caller-designated fax
telephone number. An automated system then sends the requested data to the fax machine that
has been designated by the caller. Fax technology also provides the ability to automate the
routine distribution of faxes. This feature is important for agencies that periodically distribute
data to a lists of users. Agencies may consider the facsimile method of electronic transfer an
excellent supplement to their primary information distribution mechanism. When weighing
the facsimile alternatives, consider the following before deciding that this is the best solution.

Timeliness.+s with other media, data can be as current as the systems operator can
post them.

ManipukWity.-Fax offers no potential for manipulability. The final data product is
merely an image that exists on paper only --it is read-only.

Ha.niwa.reRequirements.-Both the data producer and the data user will need a fax
machine and telephone, which are standard offke equipmen~ The more sophisticated
systems will be software driven and require a computer with reasonable storage capac-
ity to contain the public-use information which the custome~ can request.

Cost.-Set-up costs will VW. The data producer’s agency cost will vary, also, depend-
ing upon the type of system implemented. Naturally, the fully automated system with
both an incoming and outgoing call modem pool will be more expensive than the single
line non-automated system. The additional expense, however, may well be worth i~ if
a primary concern is providing adequate customer access to information. Consumer
costs will vary from as little as the cost of the phone call to as much as the cost of a
computer with a fax modem and fax software. If hardcopy capability is also desired,
the user will need a printer, as well -- also standard offke equipment.

Size of Dakz File.--In general, one would not fax more than a dozen or so pages. There-
fore, this medium is most suited to single-page tables and the like. In most cases,
limitations on number of pages faxed is not because of internal hardware limitations,
bu~ rather, result from the fact that customers often have difllculty receiving large
documents. Another restricting factor is that fax systems will re-size graphic images,
further reducing the number of pages which can be successfully transmitted.
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ADVAFWAGE: This mode of dissemination assures a high level of user access, since fax ma-
chines are commonplace inmost offke settings. Individual computers with a fax modem and
software are also capable of accessing these systems.

DISADVANTAGE: This method is closely akin to cumnt paper distribution systems and can be
quite cumbersome.

Email.-Analogous to the automated fax-back system are systems that receive electronic
mail (e-mail) quests for data and automatically send the data requested back via e-mail.
Although addressed in this report as a separate entity, e-mail is really an external dissemina-
tion option which enhances the Internet connection. Variants of this method of electronic
dissemination have been in existence for years before being ma& popular by the advent of
the Internet. Similar to fax technology, it is also possible to automate the routine distribution
of data by electronic mail. Agencies that periodically distribute data to a lists of users with e-
mail capability may fmd this feature useful. 3n reviewing e-mail for data dissemination pur-
poses, consider the following.

● 7hneZiness.--Given that the implementation of certain e-mail systems require that mes-
sages travel rather circuitous routes between sender and recipien~ this kind of system
is unlikely to be able to satisfy users who need extremely time-sensitive data immedi-
ately upon release. However, most systems will provide data on the same day that it is
requested - as opposed to within minutes of the request. Therefore, agencies setting
up mail back systems should infomI customers of this limitation; otherwise, they may
fmd themselves involved in troubleshooting response time issues.

● Munipulizbifity.-&mail is one of the more manipulable forums available. The user
may be able to make ve~ spectilc requests if the data producer designs the system
with that intent. Furthermom, the fdes received by the user are likely to be in a form
that can be easily manipulated by the user.

● Hdware Requiremenfi.-Both the data producer and the customer must have com-
puters, modems, and e-mail access. This option is very cheap for the disseminator if
the volume of requests is not so great that a dedicated machine is required. No phone
lines are needed beyond the one normally used to receive and transmit e-mail. In
instances where volumes are large, it may be necessary to install a dedicated mail
server or router with sufllcient storage capability.

c Cost.--Data transmissions via e-mail requhe minimal additional expense beyond reg-
ulare-mail costs. Additional cost will be incurred in situations where additional hard-
ware becomes necessary or when it is determined that the existing dataline band width
is inadequate for the anticipated volume of traiilc.

● Size of Dutiz ZW.-lle size of the fde disseminated may be limited by e-mail hard-
ware considerations. Whether pm- or post-Intemeb e-mail systems have largely been
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used as a method to rapidly transfer text-based information, i.e., data and reports.
These kinds of fdes do not generally exceed one or two megabytes and are frequently
much smaller, so their size poses no real concerns.

ADVANTAGE: ~ method offers on-line access to users -- like some of those in the Federal
government -- who may not yet be able to use the Internet.

DISADVANTAGE: Some users have difllcuhy reading e-mail documents that were created with
software which is different from their own. This is especially true with larger datasets and
documents.

Direct Computer Dial-in.- This data dissemination method permits users to log on to a
computer and directly access software to manipulate publicly-available data on the remote
machine, including subsetting datasets, performing calculations for data analysis, and for-
matting data in the best way for the user. This alternative is similar to a Bulletin Board
Service, except it gives the user more flexibility to select specflc items of interest from a
larger datase~ bulletin boards and their equivalents usually have data in files, put together in
what the distributor perceives will likely be the most popular groupings. Access to the dial-in
‘database may be controlled from a series of menus to make it easy for users to select the
“dormation they require. Depending upon the available software tools, this forum will allow
immediate access to text and summary data in graphics or tabular format. Within the Inteme~
the Telnet command gives a user this form of access. In evaluating whether a direct computer
dial-in system best meets your mquimments, consider the following.

?imeliness.--Many of the factors that affect the timeliness of an electronic bulletin
board have similar effects on the potential timeliness of computerized direct data ac-
cess. Updated ffles can easily be made available quickly, though perhaps not fast enough
for some very time-sensitive da~ Furthermore, direct dial-in has the potential to
improve speed significantly if only some of the data on a file are needed, e.g., by
subsetting, the user can specify only those items desired and, thus, speed up the overall
retrieval process.

Man@lhMZity.-Usem who access data through direct dial-in get two chances to ma-
nipulate their da~ once on the machine they are accessing and then, again, back on
their home machine after ~trieving i~

Hdwure Requirenzents.-lhe direct dial-in hardware required by both users and
producers is similar to that required for a BBS. In addition, with users manipulating
f~s, the data disseminator will probably need more processing capacity and disk
space.

Cost.--Both user and producer costs are comparable to those for the BBS. While the
cost of developing routines to extract the data desired may add to the expense of the
system, it is likely to be offset by the decrease in time that would have been required
for the user to transfer a larger file back from a bulletin board.

11



+ Size of Data FiZe.-The data fde extracted has similar size constraints as a bulletin
board fde.

ADVANTAGE: This mechanism provides greater flexibility in manipulation and transfer of data
than the BBS.

DISADVANTAGE: System security and the ability to maintain confidentiality of data will be
challenged. The data access interface must be intuitive; otherwise, technical support require-
ments will increase.

Internet--- While, assuredly, the most talked about and written about method of electronic
information delive~, the Internet has actually been around for quite sometime. It is a system
of computer networks which was begun by the Department of Defense to enswe a national
and allied communications capability. The Internet was later refined by the National Science
Foundation. Since then, it has expanded exponentially, attracting users far outside of the
original core of researchers and military and government personnel. Today, the Internet has
evolved into the world’s largest network one often referred to as the “Information Superhigh-
way.” Currently, more than 25 million users of the Internet may tap into information available
in more than 45,000 computer networks (e.g., research labs, government agencies, universi-
ties, libraries, museums and many public school systems) in nearly 200 countries. Accessing
the many available islands of information, users can transport tex~ graphics, and even audio
and video fdes directly to their own computem. Furthermore, mainstnxun on-line seMces
continue to incorporate more aspects of Internet comectivity into their basic packages. Al-
though the Internet has proven an invaluable resoume, some novice users fmd successfully
navigating the Internet can be a tedious undertaking. Because the Internet is growing and
evolving so fas~ this discussion will be limited to those basic aspects-of this global system of
networks that are not as likely to change. When considering data dissemination on the hmxne~
the following information may help you make an informed decision.

ZFmefiness.--Aswith BBS, the only limitation to timeliness is the frequency with which
a contributor is able to post ffles. This resoume is valuable not only because it provides
near immediate access to recent daa but also because it allows access and retrieval of
historical dak

ManipukzWity.-Just as with the BBS, fdes are generally posted in a form that can be
easily manipulated by users. Because of its complexity and sti, a user able to suc-
cessfully browse the Internet may fmd very recent postings of data on one or several of
its nodes. The user need not know where to look however-simply how to look. This
method of electronic dissemination provides a great measure of versatility, particularly
when linked to the World WMe Web -- the fastest growing part of the Internet. With
“browsers” or client software- e.g., Netscape, Naviga@r or Mosm”c- users can pre-
view graphic and image data while on line. Other Internet tools available include
TelneL Trunqx% and File Transfer Protocols (lWP) to access on-line data. Files may
be printed or stored at the customer’s site for later use with an analytical tool of choice.

12
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- Haniware Regr&ernents.--Direct access to the Internet is well within xeach of most
ordinary computer users. Both the data producer and the data user will need only a
microcomputer, a modem, and a Serial-Line Internet Protocol (SLIP) or Point-to-Point
Protocol (PPP) Internet. Unlike other direct connections to the Internet, which are
usually by means of a high speed data line, such as a T1 line, the SLIWPPP comect
may be achieved using normal telephone lines. Most direct Internet connections me to
Unix workstations that are directly networked to the Internet. As mentioned above,
however, approaches that connect to the Internet via commercial sexvices - such as
Pnxiigy, America Online, CompuServe, or specialized Internet access providcxs -- are
now growing in popularity. The customer uses a modem via telephone line to access a
commercial workstation; the workstation or “sexver,” in turn, connects directly to the
IntemeL

Cost.--Customers are acquiring SLIWPPP accounts at monthly rates similar to those
charged for basic monthly telephone service. Customers using modems may connect
for a few dollars less per month, but generally pay an additional hourly access fee.
Note that the Internet is evolving with breathtaking speed! These costs, therefore, are
likely to change, especially as economies-of-scale begin to take effect.

Size of Datlz FIZe.--Predicting size limitations for the Internet is difilcul~ particularly
because of the rate of technological change as Internet use becomes prevalent. As-
suming a data transmission over a T1 line at 1.544 megabits per second, transmission
of large data fdes is not unthinkable. File size limitations for this mode of dissemina-
tion are constrained only by pragmatic factors. For the producer, these factors include
-- but am not restricted to - internal data storage capacity and available band width
for fde transfers. Customers may also fmd themselves limited by line charges associ-
ated with long transfer times, hardware ability to read large fdes, and data storage
capabilities.

bvmAGE: The Internet access mode gives a growing number of users an unprecedented
ability to obtain data and to manipulate large datasets.

DISADVANTAGE:A greater need for technical support may wise because uninformed users will
access the data and will nx@re explanations as to what the data represent. Similarly, users
with limited knowledge of the agency, will require assistance in using the systems they ac-
cess.

Recoded Media
As a precursor to electronic on-line transmissions, data on disk or tape have been avail-

able for some time. These media are still useful, as they allow for the transmission of large
volumes of data. They have, however, longer preparation and delivery times than other
media discussed in this report,

13
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Optical Discs (CD-ROM)--- CompactDisc/Read-Only Memory technology -- or CD-ROM,
as it is commonly known -- is most suitable for dissemination tasks requiring that large amounts
of data be made available to users for whom timeliness is not a major consideration. As
opposed to fdes downloaded from the Internet or from a BBS, that are generally limited to
only a few megabytes, a single CD-ROM disc can easily hold 600 MB of data. The vast
storage capacity of these discs also permits producers to include data in several formats and to
provide customized search engines, along with information on how to use the data--including
metadata (or data about the data).

This medium is often referred to as a write-once-and-read-many-times device--originally
an accurate description of the media because once the disc was” written,” it could only be
read. Recent technology is changing this, making these discs mwriteable. At this time, it is
not clear how this feature will influence decisions about the media type. It appears, however,
that the ability to write a CD-ROM does provide the producer an inexpensive means of creat-
ing master discs that can later be mass-produced. As agencies deliberate about electronic
dissemination systems, the following information on optical discs should be considered.

+ IYmdiness--- As with traditional publishing, CD-ROM production should not be con-
sidered when users need the data quickly. Because of the longer production lead-time,
it is not a suitable medium for ve~ time-sensitive data.

+ Manipulability.-Because ffles can be posted in several formats on CD-ROM, users
can easily copy them and input them into a spreadsheet or other data manipulation
software. Producers can even include data manipulation software on the disc. The
nxent movement towards mwriteable CD-ROMs adds a new dimension to this medium’s
utility. Users will have the option to add their own data to these discs, making them a
more valued product from the customer’s perspective.

+ Hdware Requirements.--Although it is possible to purchase equipment to mass-pro-
duce CD-ROMs in-house, at this writing such an expense may not be advisable. 130w-
ever, prices for the hardwaxe m falling rapidly. Cheaper hardwrue should reduce costs,
even if you n=d personnel to “run” the equipment. Cunently, however, it is still
probably more cost+ffective to have the disc produced by an external CD-ROM pub-
lisher. Therefore, the only hardwm a data disseminator needs is a compute~ the pub-
lisher produces the disc. Agencies contemplating internal publishing will need, in ad-
dition to mastering hardware and authoring software, appropriate equipment and mate-
rials for mass reproduction. Users need a CD-ROM drive, an accessory which is be-
coming more and more commonplace in home personal computers, because of the
popularity of multimedia options. Users without them will fmd that most public librar-
ies have CD-ROM readers.

+ Cost--costs are expected to decline as use of this technology becomes more wide-
spread. Agencies’ costs will be determined by whether or not that discs are published

. internally or via contract. Consumer cost will vary from one agency to another, de-
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pending upon the agency’s cost recovery program and upon whether the agency or the
customer pays the shipping fees. Several distribution options may also affect user cost
-- e.g., distribution may be free of charge, discs maybe sold individually, or discs may
be discounted when sold as a set or a subscription to a set.

Size o~Dufa FIZe.-As much as 600 MB of dam including search engine and technical
information, can fit on a single disc. This especially large capacity is the strongest

W@ of the medium.

ADVMWAGE:The greatest advantage of CD-ROMs is their large capacity.

DISADVANTAGE:Because they are recorded media CD-ROMs are generally considered less
timely than on-line data can be.

Diskettes--- Diskettes are used most often for transpodng data between two computrxx that
are not othenvise connected. They are also the medium of choice for packaging software. Use
of diskettes, however, does offer several disadvantages when compamd with electronic trans-
mission. Unlike fh flowing across cyberspace, diskettes can be 10SLstolen, or damaged.
The primary means of disseminating information on diskette is through physical processes.
Nevertheless, because diskettes currently are mom accessible to users than are data available
via modem, CD-ROM, or tape, they remain a popular option--especially for mid-sized tasks.
They m suitable for text ffles, tabular information, microda~ and graphics. Today’s typical
3 1/2- inch disk has a capacity of 1.4 megabytes; high density 5 Ml-inch disks -- no longer
widely used -- have a capacity of 1.2 megabytes. By comparison, a single CD-ROM disc can
hold data equivalent to about 600 high-density 5 l/4-inch floppy disks, but a singular floppy
disk can hold data generally considered too voluminous for easy transmission across tele-
phone lines. When evaluating diskettes for data dissemination, bear in mind the following
details.

+ llzndiness.--lliskettes must be formatted (or purchased in pre-formatted form), cop-
ied, packaged, and physically delivered in order to be used for dissemination of data.
These tasks generally require longer lead-time than preparing &ta for on-line transmis-
sion -- a reflection of mass production requirements. When mass producing a disk or
CD-ROM, typically a master is fmt created -- the effective equivalent of the final form
of the electronic dataset. It can, then, be mass produced and distributed easily. That
process, plus the physical transportation nx@red of diskettes, like CD-ROMs, makes
them less suitable for very time-sensitive data releases.

+ iWZni@izbiZ@.--Diskettes generally contain fks that can be easily manipulated by
users. They also require software -- it may either be supplied by the customer or by the
data producer and, in some cases, is contained on the data disk.

+ Haniwure Requirements.-Users will need a platform that has access to a floppy disk
drive. With increasingly rare exceptions, almost all computer users have at least one
floppy drive -- some, however, may only be able to read one type of diskette, either 5
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1/4 inch or 3 1/2 inch. Like CD-ROMs, agencies considering mastering disks will
need appropriate hardware, should they decide to produce the disks in-house. This,
however, is far simpler than the equipment required to master CD-ROMs.

Cost.--The per-box costs of a box of diskettes is a minor expense, not unlike purchas-
ing a few reams of copier paper. The major costs associated with these systems are
those costs incurred in producing the master copy; establishing and maintaining an in-
house duplication system, and shipping or mailing the product to users. An alternative
is to contract out duplication and shipping, which may reduce production expensesjbut
could increase user costs.

Size of Datu Fik-Diskettes are’most appropriate for medium-sized data files. The
best use of diskettes as a distribution medium would be to limit a given package or
dataset to a small number of disks. The fewer disks involved in downloading the data,
the better. This appears to hold true, regardless of whether the user is retrieving da~
restoring a backup, or installing software. In response to this concern, software houses
have resorted to using compression techniques to reduce the number of disks required
for storage and application. Diskettes can be made to stem mom data by using data
compression techniques. Depending upon the data format -- i.e., graphics versus text
-. through data compression as much as 5MB of data may be stored on a single 3 1/2
inch disk. (Although it is possible to apply these compression techniques to data stored
on CD-ROM, most agencies will fmd that this is not necessary, since current technol-
ogy will permit a single CD-ROM to hold up to 600MB uncompressed.)

ADVATWAGE:Diskettes am, perhaps, the most universally acceptable media for electronic data
dissemination.

DISADVANTAGE:The 5 1/4 inch disks are no longer as widely used and, as more and more
computers become available with CD-ROM drives, even the smaller diskettes may become
obsolete.

Data Tapes--- Perhaps the most familiar medium for data dissemination, the data tape is most
suited for storage and transportation of large datasets, such as public-use microdata fdes. The
time and expense required to produce edited data for tape are generally substantial. However,
like some other medi% this medium can accommodate users with a wide variety of software.
Tapes are also versatile in that they may contain data in several formats, including tex~
microdaa summary tabular information, SAS datasets for IBM, flat fdes, SAS control cards
used to create a SAS dataset for non-IBM systems, and SPSS-X control cards that can be used
to create an SPSS-X data ffle from a flat ffle. The following issues iue important in consider-
ing data tapes for public-use data dissemination.

+ 7?mefiness.--Preparing the microdata for public access usually takes weeks or months,
although the actual creation of the tape is not a lengthy process. Furthermore, tapes,
like other recorded medi~ must be physically transported; hence, they are not suitable
for highly time-sensitive data.
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Maipukizbifity. --This medium’s large data storage capacity (up to 5 Gigabytes) allows
for &ta to be provided in a variety of formats. Data stored on tapes are one of the oldest
mechanisms available and have traditionally been used in mainframe environments.
Many Unix and microcomputer systems are now capable of accessing peripheral de-
vices that will read or write to tapes, although that ability may not be as thoroughly
developed as on a mainframe. Like the smaller diskettes and more modem CD-ROMs,
the stored data can generally be easily manipulated by customers, using software
supplied by either the user or the &ta producer.

HtmZware Requirements.-To prepm fdes on tape, the producing agencies will need
hardware such as a mainframe, a Unix system, or a personal computer with at least one
magnetic tape device. Users must have access to a mainframe computer or some other
computer with a tape device. As this is older technology, most agencies and many
regular data users already have those capabilities, but smaller, newer customers may
not. Mass reproduction of tapes is probably more costly than the cloning of CD-ROMs
or diskettes.

Cost.-The mechanics of producing a data tape are not a costly endeavor. The costs,
like those of the diskettes and CD-ROMs, are influenced by decisions about mass
reproduction. If hardware and personnel resources are already available to produce the
master copy, it is not difilcult or costly to produce a limited number of copies. The cost
for few copies is small, in that it covers only the material and shipping. When repro-
ducing large quantities, agencies will incur not only the material and shipping costs,
but will have either expenses associated with mass reproduction hardware or contracted
services costs for externally-produced products.

Size uIfDu@Fik.-As stated above, data tapes can stew very large amounts of data. A
cartridge tape can contain as much as 5 Gigabytes (GB) of data. The typical 9-track,
6250 bytes per inch (bpi) tape, at maximum capacity, will hold approximately 168MB
of data. So, data tapes are clearly the most suitable choice when disseminating very
large fdes, especially when the fdes are ve~ large and transfer rates are an issue.

ADV.MWXGEThis medium is best for very large datasets and accomo&tes a full range of for-
mats on one tape.

DISADVANTAGESmaller users -- like newer customers who are learning about Federal statisti-
cal data through on-line services -- may not have the hardware capability to use data tapes.

See Figure A on the next page for a summary of the strengths and weaknesses of each of
these media types.

Data Preparation

Once an agency has chosen a medium for data dissemination, it must decide how data will
be presented on that medium. The basic goals in this process are to make data available to
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anyone who wants them and to make it as easy as possible for the users to manipulate the
data once they am received.

One important aspwt to producing data fdes is to know what sort of processing users
have planned for the data. For example, if users might import the data into a spreadshee~ the
data file should be designed with that in mind.

When designing a data produc~ remember that users are likely to have a range of differ-
ent equipment and skill levels (i.e., their knowledge of hardware and software, its use and
conf@uration). Because most of the media discussed above transfer data to the user in a
spec~lc format (or, if their capacity is large, several foxmats), the producer needs to consider
whether to de@n the data file for the lowest equipment and skill levels in the likely audi-
ence. When producing general-use data, which have widespread application and, perhaps, a
shorter shelf-life, that might be a good idea. When designing a product for a more special-
i~ user, the dissemination system may need to incorporate more sophisticated technology.
At any rate, under most circumstances, more sophisticated users will adapt to your data
presentation forma~ so honing the &ta to the novice user may be a good idea. Remember to
bear in mind, however, that this strategy may not be appropriate for agencies desiring to
ensure that their system accommodates fuhue technological innovations. (See Chapter 4:
Market Research and Customer Surveys.) Other issues to consider are the requirements for
long-term storage and archival of data.

There are two basic format types currently in use -- ASCII and binaxy fdes. With this
framework in mind, we can discuss some of the speciilc issues to consider when choosing a
format. In time, as software and hardware technologies advance, many of these consider-
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ations will probably become obsolete. Certainly some current restrictions -- such as ffle size
-- will change as technology improves. Ongoing user surveys are suggested to ensue that the
data producer stays informed of users’ changing needs.

ASCZI Files ~
Themost generic format available to a data producer is an ASCII fde. These fdes can be

browsed and understood using any command that displays the contents of a fde onto a charac-
ter-based screen. ASCII files can attempt to mimic the contents and format of a hardcopy
release. They may also be used to convert fdes to a format for fbrther processing. The generic
nature of ASCII fdes makes them a very democratic means of distributing data, since nearly
everyone who loads them onto a computer can view and print them. In addition, the use of
ASCII also minimizes the degree of users’ support necessary.

‘ho important liabilities of ASCII fdes are:

They almost always require added effort for the user to load them into software,
compared with data already formatted for the customer’s particular soflware.

These fdes are relatively large, compared with binary ffles that contain the same
information but require fde translation before being read by specflc software.

Both of these limitations can be alleviated somewhat by sensibly designed ffles. Certain
conventions can allow popular software to importASCII fdes more easily. Software is readily
available that compresses ffles using algorithms tha~ among other things, reduce repeated
character sets. The best known compression utility ispkzip, it can either create an executable
fde that will explode itself into the uncompnxsed fde or it can create a compressed file that
is uncompressed using pkunzip. Executable fdes that uncompress themselves am the easiest
to use for those who can run the program. A major drawback however, is that the executable
fk can typically be run on only one type of operating system (DOS, 0S/2, etc.) -- thus ex-
cluding use by people on other systems. The singular operating system is determined at the
time the executable fde is created and will usually be the same as that on which the fde is
created. Versions of both pkzip and pkunzip am available for most operating systems.

If paper documents are cunently produced, the contents of these documents can be repr-
esentedin a ASCII text fde. However, since ASCII fdes are not always a mirromd ~presenta-
tion of the original, information on font deftitions, special characters, artwok proportional
spacing, and other page layout characteristics may not be reflected. It is not uncommon that
many of the characteristics of highly formatted fdes will not automatically translate to ASCII.
If it is critical that the ASCII fde maintain format characteristics, it may be necesswy to
embed codes -- or “mark-up language” -- in the f~, to assure that these traits are not lost.

The ASCII mark-up language simply instructs software to display the fde showing spe-
cial characters and other non-ASCII features. This language enables users to view or print a
documen~ with all its formatting, as it would be seen if printed directly on paper. Among the
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mo~ prominent languages that do this are two from Adobe - Postscript and Acrobat. Al-
though both of these processes more closely approximate the characteristics of the pMted
documen~ there am several disadvantages of such additional formatting information:

+ ffle size increases,
+ users are limited to those who have access to the software necessary for display or

pM~ and
● data extraction is more complex.

It generally requires a skilled programmer or an avid user aided by good software tools to
reformat data from an ASCII replica of a printed documen~ If the data being disseminated are
likely to be imported by software for analysis, the data producer will probably want to create a
fde designed explicitly for that purpose. One way to do that is to provide the data in either a
spreadsh=t or a database. This procedure makes it easy for users who have access to the
software designed to read those files, but relatively difilcult for people who use different pack-
ages. Some fdes -- such as ones for dBASE - are ASCII-based and may be reformatted
relatively easily for use by other files. Some software products will sensibly import ASCII
fdes if they meet certain specflcations. For example, Lotus 1-2-3, Quattm Pro, or Micmojl
Ekcel will import ASCII fdes, treating numks as numeric cells and text as text cells, if the
text fields am enclosed in quotation marks.

Binary Files
Binary ffles can be thought of as including at least two distinct file types:

+ f~s that store information in a binary format (Oor 1) and require special
software to extract the dam and

+ fks that are actually programs that provide data when they are executed.

These fde types were touched on briefly in the previous section, when discussing compression
of ASCII ffles -- one explodes the compnmsed ffle, either by using special software or by
executing the fde the same as any other compiled programs others require specialized soft-
ware to be read, like Lotus 1-2-3 spnxtdsheets or fdes created by word processing packages
such as WordPe@ect, Wodfor wi~ws, WordStar, etc. With the emergence of the new mul-
timedia technology, examples of effectively storing data as an executable fde abound; for
example, encyclopedias and other reference books have become available on compact discs
and are read-accessible only through software stored on the CD-ROM disc.

Storing data ina binaxy file that must be accessed through specialized software offers the
advantage of providing a readily usable product to those customers already using this soft-
ware; in contras~ it makes it difllcult for users who do not have access to software that reads
those fdes. Agencies choosing such an approach should recognize the software constraints
this places on the user and make their decision based on knowledge of the customer base.
Another approach would be to provide a data ffle which may be mad by several software
systems. For example, a Lotus J-2-3 fde is a relatively accessible binary file that many
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diffentmt spmdsheets can imporG it also can be read by users with different operating sys-
tems. Many people who analyze microdata use SAS, and a SAS transpofi ffle can be read by
SAS on any operating system. Even so, providing data in only one format may restrict the
audience for the dataset.

Storing &ta as a program allows the producer to provide easier access to the data for the
user, but requires mom effort on the provider’s part. A well thought out program that presents
statistical data could have any number of featuxes that would make it easier for the user to
extract the desired datz

+ a user interface that is intuitive to a novice;
+ the ability to extract data in several different formats;
+ the ability to select only a subset of the dataset for extraction;
+ painless access to documentation on the data being supplied; and
+ analysis tools.

All of these enhancements, of course, require considerable effort by the data provider. It is
the same as publishing software; programmer time is needed to put together a nice package.
It will also require more testing than a normal data distribution, in order to prevent the release
of programs which contain “bugs.” Furthermore, if an agency wants to maximim the avail-
ability of its data, the programs will need to be ported so they can run on any of the several
operating systems (DOS, Macintosh, 0S/2, Unix, etc.) in use today. Elaborate programs may
also limit potential users by requiring them to have fairly high-powered hardware.

If sophisticated encryption is used, storing data as a program might also solve some of the
problems involving confidentiality and disclosure.

Documenting the System

Thorough evaluation of technological alternatives should include consideration of the po-
tential roles of hardware, software, and telecommunications components of the overall sys-
tem. Having decided upon the type of system that will be implemented, both system access
and use need careful documentation. The system design should also provide adequate techni-
cal support. Agencies should offer technical suppofi both as on-line electronic help – for
hunuudcomputer-interface oriented users -- and supplemental support by telephone. Impor-
tant aspects of documenting any electronic access system are the spec~lcations for system
initialization and system navigation (i.e., loading and searching or browsing). Mom crucial
than either of these tasks, however, is the written material that describes the system. There are
two kinds of documentation that must be made available:

+ material that describe the dissemination system and its use and
+ documentation that describes the data.
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Organizations that currently disseminate data in hardcopy are already familiar with pre-
paring dataset documentation. Today’s challenge is to transfer these well-documented pro-
cesses to an electronic system and to improve them with the newly available technology.
Much of our discussion will focus on techniques to facilitate this transfer. Documenting the
dataset for hardcopy purposes involves, at a minimum, spxifications for fde forma~ variable
names, lengths, and attribu~, and the typical rword layout. Such documentation normally
includes deftitions of terms, statistical weighting procedures, copies of data collection in-
struments, as well as instrument reliability measures. It is also not uncommon to fmd that this
document contains a detailed description of data collection procedwes, variance derivation
methods, estimation procedures, and sample design spec~lcations. Frequently, such docu-
ments are used to provide information about restrictions on data use and interpretation. AL
though many users may not be interested in this level of documentation, organizations are
encouraged to ensure such information is packaged with their electronically disseminated
data.

Getting Started
The support issue always starts with answering the question, How do I get started? The

‘response to the question is often dictated by the system that has been designed and by the
mode of electronic dissemination. The entry point for any system will always begin with a
written communication, even as minimal as a telephone number. For the typical telephone
system, the user begins by dialing in a spedled number and receiving recorded instructions.
Upon establishing a connection to a modem or dial-in type system, users are generally pro-
vided several screens of supplemental information about navigating the system. In many
instances, information and data are packaged for distribution, along with a set of written
instructions on getting started. Frequently, in the case of data presented on diskettes, CD-
ROM or other optical media the distributor affiies a ptited label onto the media, providing
the basic information needed to “initialize” the system. Such instructions are usually brief
commands, such as “at the DOS promp~ type AN3TUF,” etc. Other information systems
provide more explicit instructions.

In other words, regardless of whether agencies decide on nixorded media or on-line elec-
tronic transmissions, provisions for the basic start-up instructions are needed f~s~ so users
will know how to access or proceed with the use of the system.

Navigating the System
Once signed on, the next critical step is knowing how to navigate the system. A clearly

defined method for proceeding is needed. Generally, this entails an extensive menu system
and/or point and click techniques, utilizing either a graphical user interface with user-reco-
gnizableicons or hypertext screen paging. In nxent years many user applications have been
designed as Wnhvs-based applications. The use of Ilfndbws technology provides users
with a familiar environment. Wufuws’ easy to follow standards for fde management (prin~
open, save, and close), drop down menus, and editing tools facilitate users ability to readily
understand how the system operates. Where Wndows standards do not apply, consider using
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menu systems, which walk users through systems one step at a time. A carefully designed
menu system will reduce the amount and type of written documentation required to expedite
uncomplicated access to information. In the absence of a menu system, it is very important
that the graphical user interface be explicitly clear.

Another alternative is Hypertext, which permits users to jump seamlessly from one loca-
tion to another. These links can be used as a means for associating various pieces of on-line
information. A link could be established to associate a table of estimates or a cell within the
table to text-based information. The text could be the value deftition or it could be the
statistical algorithm used in deriving the value. Hypertext is also a convenient method for
associating one text segment with another. Clicking on a section title in an index, for ex-
ample, could result in jumping to the section or chapter in which that title is detailed. A
properly used Hypertext approach will also move users backward through their progression,
so that they will always be able to backtrack to the point of entry.

Independent of whether a menu system or Hypertext approach or a combination of the two
is used in the data dissemination system, an automated electronic retrieval system would be
considered incomplete without some type of on-line help module. This help system could be
provided either as tex~ similar to the Help featureprovidedby most Wndbws softww, or it
could be simply an extensive series of prompts to guide the user through the system. Often
prompts and other on-line schemes me not enough. It is virtually impossible, if not impracti-
cal, for an agency to address every possible situation that may arise. ‘l%emfore, the need for
human technical support remains.

Technical supp~
Providing adequate and appropriate technical support for electronically distributed data

has become a growing concern to agencies responsible for collecting data and deriving esti-
mates. After years of effort to establish and refine policies relating to release of data, these
agencies are finding that many of their policies are either inadequate to address issues of
electronic data release or simply do not apply. Years of experience with data users have
provided agencies with the necessary background to draft policies that reduced the likelihood
that their data may be misused and/or misinterpreted by customers. In the electronic dissemi-
nation environmen~ however, the user community is greatly expanded; hence, the user pro-
fde and behavior history is no longer mlevent. As a resul~ agency administrators have, once
again, become concerned about misuse of their &ta. Thus, “field tests” of the data user com-
munity are needed to gauge the usefulness and the effectiveness of the proposed dissemina-
tion approach and to pinpoint where more documentation is needed. Furthermore, electronic
data users need to have easy access to the documentation on the daa as well as the delivery
system.

The rest of this section touches on three important areas of technical support for any new
data dissemination system -- metadaa customer service support and data security.

Metadat.a--- Despite built-in Help components, there will surely be users who need mom
assistance to understand or use the system. Mechanisms for support of use and interpretation
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of statistical data have long been established. Previously, information systems were paper-
based and support methods began with published documents that addressed the many aspects
involved in deriving final measures. These aspects included, in some cases, a detailed de-
scription of study design and scope, survey methodology, along with general sampling and
estimation procedwes. It has also become an expected norm that this documentation would be
supplemented with data editing and fde creation procedures. The underlying rule of thumb is
that enough information should be available so that replication of any measum generated is
possible. Usually these reports are written to appeal to two groups of users -- those with a
general interest in the subject matter and those whose interest is research-based. These reports
should provide technical content that is of value to research methodologists, ye~ will be
informative to wider audiences.

In order to help prevent misuse of the da@ users need to understand the survey con-
cepts, as well as the limitations of the fdes. To encourage increased understanding about the
da~ electronic publications need to deliver this information quickly and conveniently. For-
tunately, electronic media provide a unique opportunity to incorporate these kinds of data into
public-use fdes --to help alleviate misinterpretation of the data - and agencies are urged to
build statistical metadata components into their data dissemination systems -- including data
and information about the dam such as reliability information and the description of the
survey methodology.

While space limitations in printed publications often relegated standard errors to the back
of the book standard error estimates can be easily accessed by users of electronic publica-
tions. Where generalized variance functions am used, algorithms can be programmed to
compute standard emor estimates for any data item in the electronic publication. This is
similar to practices in most agencies that permit easy calculation of standard errors from pub-
lic-use microdata fdes.

The World WMe Web provides the opportunity to quickly access related information in
different reports. Links can be created between statistical reports and survey methodology
reports. Similarly, statistical reports that use data from several surveys can be linked, not only
to more detailed statistical data from these surveys, but to the survey methodology and to the
information on the data limitations. Statistical xeports from one agency can even directly link
to methodology information provided in another agency’s report.

Using a Hypertext-type approach, data users may soon be able to instantly access all of
the metadata associated with any estimate. The target and sampled population, the exact
wording of the questions on the survey instrument and associated deftitions, the standard
errors, the item nonresponse rates and imputation methods, and other limitations of the data
would all be available at our fingertips (or voice commands) for any estimate.

Of course, electronic dissemination of metadata has resource implications, as well. The
more effort put into providing easy access to survey concepts and data limitations in the
electronic publications, the less dependent users will be on the human resources at the agen-
cies. Also, easy access to the metadata should decrease the likelihood that the data will be
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misused. Furthermore, linking such reports to each other lessens the need to duplicate the
same information -- such as the description of the survey methodology - in subsequent
reports that may be produced from that survey. One thorough methodology report may suf-
fice, rather than adding an abbreviated methodology section in each of the qorts in that
series.

As new methods of electronic dissemination become available, the opportunities abound
to better serve users and to more effectively use resources. Improving the dissemination of the
metadata is an integral part of that process.

Customer Service Support. --Personalcontacts to assist in the use and interpretation of statis-
tical public-use data have always been available and have become increasingly important.
Agencies provide this support byway of subject matter seminars and lectures by leaders in the
field and via telephone access to subject matter experts.

In an electronic dissemination environmen~ this kind of interpretation and use support is
especially important and, hence, mom costly. However, careful use of on-line electronic
methods may reduce the resoume requirements for as many person-to-person exchanges. With

: this interest in mind, it is wise to incorporate both on-line and human interaction support into
plans for the electronic system. In objectively designing an electronic system, beware that

+ all users will not interpret a given instruction in the same manner
+ a system’s internal support mechanisms may fail to provide the level of detail

desired by some users and
+ the total support stfuctwe may not be responsive to users with inappropriately

conilgured hardware.

Therefore, expect the unexpected! In reality, with appropriate resources and an organized
approach, user support issues are not insurmountable. Problems associated with user support
for electronic data dissemination should not be considered unique. In fac~ they are quite
similar to those faced by software distributors and, as such, can be nxsolved using the same
tactics.

The basic philosophy on user support for electronically distributed information is that each
electronic data repository or interactive system should have:

+ some type of hardcopy or on-line documentation that explains how it operates;
+ a hardcopy reference manual or on-line Help feature to provide terminology

deftitions and instruction on how to perform spedlc tasks; and
+ a means for contacting a real person, if all else fails.

Provide a telephone number for user support. Specify the hours of operation. In many in-
stances, support organizations provide answering devices with a recorded message that con-
tains the business hours, so that individuals who phone during non-offke hours are not.ifkxlof
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appropriate call-back times. Finally, an option offering e-mail contact should also be pro-
vided. (This is a good way to get customer feedback on what is working and what is not.) You
might even set this up so that some basic questions are always asked when someone “calls” in
-- the responses would give you mom insight into your customers, so that you can better tailor
the data to meet their needs.

Privacy, ConfidentiaUty, and Data Security.- An equally importantconsideration to agen-
cies is the assurancethatconfidentiality is not compromised. This.is both a privacy issue and
a data security issue. New modes of electronic dissemination may enlarge the user commu-
nity for sensitive daa so that it includes users not considered under traditional security agree-

ments.

Confklentiality assurance measures and data security procedwes have both been in place
for many years and must remain common practice. B@ers and password protection methods
are critical to reduce the likelihood of an intruder. Rest assured, however, that no intercon-
nected electronic system is really impenetrable. Traditionalapproachesto providing con-
fidentiality, particularlyamong agencies thatuse humansubjects as the basis of much of their ~
published statistics, am well known. (Seethe FCSMS two Statistical Policy Working Papers
on statistical disclosure.) Many of these same tactics will also apply to electronic distribution
systems. Census takers, enumerators, interviewers, data and doc~ent handlers at the agen-
cies should all be required to take an oath of confklentiality. Data analysts and computer
programmers must ensure that identilable information is not accessible to any unauthorized
party, either by director inferential methods. ElectroNc distribution of da~ particularly in
systems where data are accessed using on-line methods, are challenged with the burden of
prohibiting security bnaches.

Data integrity cannot be ensured with the current state of computer security technology.
Agencies must not only take care in the preparation of the data, but must also enmue the
presentation of its correctness after it is placed in the public domain. A fmwall is needed
between the data to be distributed and the data construction process. This could include the
use of separate computer systems for the production of the data and for the dissemination of
the data. It is important to have mechanisms that allow users of electronically disseminated
ddta to establish that the data they are using did, indeed, come from the claimed source and
that no motilcations have been made to it
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3: Operation of Electronic

Preparation for Product Release

A s detailed in Chapter 2, even if the physical infrastructure is in place for electronic

A data dissemination, considerable preparation must still be made for data or informa-
tion release. For example, for anon-line system, a computer with dial-in capabilities

or bulletin board soflware must be established; media replication facilities must be arranged
for dissemination of recorded electronic data. The technical documentation and user support
capabilities must also be in place before data release. While Chapter 2 laid out key issues for
selectingmedia for a dissemination system, this Chapter will focus on the operational process.

Many people assume that once the system is in place, data or information releases can
successfully occur with little or no planning. The pnxiiling misconception is “build it and
they will come.” The @ty is that nearly every successful public release of electronic data
should be planned in advance. Technical documentation needs to be prepared way ahead of
time and user support operations need to be informed – and possibly trained – to handle
questions about the new information release. Any data product invento~ (for order handling)
must be updated and made available to support personnel in advance of the release. In many
cases, a number of technical decisions may also be needed before the data become available
-- How big will the release be? How will it be packaged and presented? Wti the typical
customer be able to handle it in the format and size planned? For example, will users have to
buy special software and computers to handle it? Wti the customer understand information in
the release without additional supporting materials?

Other planning must be done concerning release policy, as well as marketing of the infor-
mation produc~ Wfl all &ta that are available within the agency be released to the public?
How will the release be timed? If the public has direct access to government computers, how
will security “fmwalls” be implemented, so that they do not have access to coniident.ial or
business sensitive &ta, or to information related to “national security?” How will customers
learn about the release? How will the release be priced and is this consistent with other infor-
mation products currently in the sales inventory? The sections below will attempt to elaborate
on some of these key issues.

Types of Data and Information Releases

Although all of the tasks or functions noted above must be performed regardless of the
produc~ their complexity will differ depending on the type of data or information product.
Complexity of preparation also differs depending on whether the product has a scheduled
release, an unscheduled release, or an embargoed release.
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Schedukd Releases
A scheduled release usually is one that comes from a large on-going information or statis-

tical program and is planned as one of the regular “publications” of that program. They may
be tapes, CD-ROMs, or on-line data ffles. They are typically the easiest release to handle,
except that the electronic products are frequently very large and require advance planning
with regard to policy, pricing, and user accessibility considerations.

Unscheduled Rekases
Unscheduled releases are data or information products which typically have created their

own demand and are being released due to public request. Advance planning should try to
accommodate a certain number of these, although they can be diillcult to handle. Documen-
tation and/or user accessibility may stier due to the short time-frame usually associated with
these products. They also frequently become the orphan children of the sales inventory, be-
cause of poor documentation and inadequate instruction of the support staff. After the initial
release and flush of publicity, later inquirers may fmd that the support staff has “forgotten”
about the product’s existence -- if the product even still exists at all, to say nothing of the
accompanying documentation.

?% Two factors to consider in these types of releases are

Assuming the release is for publicly-available dam all membm of the public should
have equal access to the information. If the product is not incorporated into the sales
inventory and the support staff is not informed of the release, then not all potential
users will be able to acquire the information product. This can backfii if it is inter-
preted as favoritism and may subject the agency to legal action from those potential
users who were excluded.

If unusual technical “conventions” are used for the release media, many potential
customers will be excluded who do not have the special capability. This can also be
interpretedas favoritism and may cause problems for the agency later on.

Emb~d Releases ~
An embargoed release is one in which the data product is planned and prepared in advance,

but cannot be released until some pre-specifkd time. Usually the release date (and time) is
established in advance, and the information is prepared for release in advance, but is placed
under “lock-up” until the Aease date and time. Many of the releases on the Department of
Commerce’s Economic Bulletin Board am embargoed releases of economic indicators. Such
time restrictions are necessary to ensure that no one person or group has prior information
which could give them unfair economic advantage.

An important policy question to be decided during planning for a new data dissemination
system is where the information will reside before the release. Many originating organiza-
tions will not let disseminating components obtain the information prior to the release time.
This usually means a delay while the information is brought “into” the dissemination system.
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The trade-off for having the information in advance (for the disseminating organhtion) is the
liability of possible premature “leaks” of business-sensitive, cotildential, or government “se-
cret” information.

Despite the timing considerations, it is important that embargoed information be released
with the same criteria as other types of releases - so that all citizens have equal access to the
information. An embargoed release on an on-line system with inadequate phone -s may,
in fac~ be more likely to subject the agency to accusations of favoritism and incompetence,
because the data are so time-sensitive.

Documenting the Delivery System

As noted above, it is important to produce documentation for all electronic products in
advance of their xelease. This is especially critical if the staff is new to electronic dissemina-
tion. Since most statisticians and information specialists are most familiar with paper infor-
mation products, they may fail to realize how important this difference is. Many paper prod-
ucts do not need explanatory documentation or ae self-documenting. Remember, though,
that even the release of text information fdes requires directions on how to use an on-line
system or a fax system. With rare exception, this part of the process is ignoti, consequently
many electronic products released by the government am chamcterized by poor documentation.

Announcement of Releases

How the announcement of information releases is handled varies greatly from agency to
agency. In years pas~ not many formal mechanisms existed for the announcement of agency
releases. The Offke of Management and Budget now produces each year the Release Dates
for Principal Fe&ral Ekonomic hdicators, a comprehensive calendar of releases of eco-
nomic data. The Fe&ral Register and Commerce Business Daily also provide mechanisms
for officially notifying the public of data releases.

With the advent of programs like the National Performance Review, mom agencies today
feel the need to go beyond these ofilcial avenues to try to reach as many members of the
public as possible. Agencies are much more involved in “announcement” activities that re-
semble private industry marketing exemises. These include mailing flyers to targeted mailing
lists, compiling agency catalogues and newsletters that document product releases, and even
some degree of advertising in printed publications -- including some paid advertising. Not
surprisingly, recent trends indicate that mom and more agencies am also turning to electronic
sources -- like bulletin boards and the Internet -- to make these kinds of announcements, as
well. Whatever the means, in the current climate a proactive approach to announcing infor-
mation products is certainly recommended.

Order Processing

When an information or data product has been made available to the public, plans are also
needed for handling the requests that come in. Usually this involves an order-taking capabil-
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ity, which forwards the data requests onto areas which ffl the orders. Rush orders, replace-
ment orders, and management information on the number and type of customers am all con-
siderations involved in establishing an order-handling capability. Most organizations try to
create an automated customer database which will handle this function, where phone staff and
clerks input the orders into the database.

If there is a user fee or charge for the information, the complexity of the order handling is
greatly increased, and all of the accounting problems and rules associated with handling money
become criteria. It is important to remember that customers am much mom serious about the
orders if they have paid for them and are less tolerant of delayed or lost data requests. Because
of the need to carefully track all funds received by Federal agencies, charging and receiving
money for information products is not a task to be undertaken in a cavalier manner -- in facg
some agencies will opt for a free distribution for this reason.

Even if the information products are not “free,” inevitably there will be a large free distri-
bution for political or public relations reasons. Insetting up the ordering system, ctiteria and
procedures need to be established in advance for handling these free orders in an efficient and
equitable manner.

Order Fulfillment

Next is the process of “getting” the electronic information into the hands of the customer.
This section looks separately at the two major categories for electronic data products in terms
of order fulfillment -- on-line electronic transmissions, for which data communications links
are used, and recorded physically-transportable reed@ which include all kinds of “other me-
dia” ranging from CD-ROMs to computer tapes with print-outs.

On-line Transmissions
On-lineproducts SR characterized by the ability of the data customer to control the timing

of dissemination once the product has been released. The prevailing misconception with on-
line products is that once the systems are in place that they “run themselves.” In reality, staff
must maintain and update on-line systems on a fairly regular basis. One of the main stnmgths
of on-line systems is that new products can be made available through them very quickly and
simultaneously to all users. To capitalize on this strength, planning and execution for on-line
dissemination should be performed concurrently with planning and execution for other dis-
semination efforts.

Careful attention should be given early in a project to various technical issues which can
affect the scope of the on-line effort. How does the on-line product complement or overlap
with the other electronic and non-electronic products? What are the hardware and software
requirements for the planned dissemination? What level of detail will the on-line system
provide? Will traditional product+ be redesigned to take advantage of the strengths of on-line
systems?
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While the area of electronic transmissions is rapidly changing, current examples of on-
line systems include “fax-back” servers, “dial-up” bulletin boards, and “Internet servers.” As
Chapter 2 details,

+ Fax-back servers allow the user to select publications or documents on a phone menu
system and have copies of the selected items sent back via fax transmission. Some
support personnel may be needed for this effofi

+ Dial-up bulletin boards permit the user to connect to the provider’s computer via
modem. One advantage is that usually the customer is given the capability to leave
suggestions or messages for the system operator. This capability requires someone to

. review and possibly reply to those messages at reasonable intervals.

+ Internet servers let the user connect to the provider’s computer via the Internet. Cur-
rent applications, which am already widely available, include the World Wide Web,
gopher, archie, ftp, and electronic mail servers, as well as Internet applications which
may kome widely available in the future. Internet servers requhe a connection to
the Internet for both the user and the product provider.

One of the important issues of particular concern for product providers using the Internet
for dissemination is network security. Xnmany cases, to protect their own internal networks
and &ta from outside intrusion, product providers will need to insulate their Internet connec-
tions from the rest of their network. Many persons, when planning for initial Internet connec-
tions, fail to recognize that them may already be security policies and procedures internal to
their organization which apply to their planned activities. Maintaining a proper security envi-
ronment is an ongoing process, which requires the staff be aware of new developments in the
rapidly changing field of computer networking and to constantly monitor the system for po-
tential intruders.

Perhaps the most important activity for ongoing maintenance of an on-line system is to
schedule regular tests to verify that the system is actually fimctioning as expected. Nothing is
more frustrating to a user than to fmd that on-line systems am no~ in fac~ “on-line.” On-line
systems mquim continual maintenance of links to ensure users can periodically return to pre-
viously used addresses and can determine if new &ta or revised data are available. Clear lines
of authofity and responsibility should be established from the outset for making sure that the
electronic transmissions are working properly and that means are in place for correcting prob-
lems when they develop. Smoothly running systems require allocation of responsibility for
such functions as hardware repair, software maintenance, and regular backup.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, a main strength of on-line systems is that additions and
updates to the available products can be made easily. Many providers will desire to establish
protocols through which these changes can be approved in a timely and orderly manner. To
streamline that activity, the clearance process for release of on-line products should be pack-
aged as part of the usual process for other products. The main difference between on-line
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products and more traditional publications in this area is tha~ in most cases, the data can be
released virtually as soon as the approval process is completed. For example, on-line prod-
ucts do not require time for printing, as publications do; if the clearance process for publica-
tions is structured appropriately, release of electronic publications can precede or coincide
with their release in printed form.

Recmw&?dMedia
Themis anessential difference between on-line or electronic transmission products and

recorded media products in terms of order fulfiient responsibfities. The on-line products
involve data communications Ixmveen the supplier agency and the user, while recorded me-
dia are physical electronic products, like computer tapes, diskettes, and CD-ROMs. Whereas
the customer can directly establish a data communications link with the agency to receive on-
line products, in order to obtain recorded media products, it is usually the responsibility of the
agency to “ship” the product to the user. The user, then, mayor may not need special facilities
in order to access the data -- e.g., specialized software or hardware for CD-ROM. There are
several ways in which these physically-transportable products can be distributed -- as sched-
uled products, single orders, or rush ordem. Rocedures will be needed to address each of
these options.

Scheduled Products--- Scheduled products am those released and handled on a prearran ged
basis -- for example, by subscriptions. In these arrangements, the user buys a certain number
of issues in advance, and prepays for them. Many times, these issues of the product are
released and shipped on a pm-established time schedule. For example, certain economic or
business data might be Aeased and shipped at a certain time of the month.

Scheduled products present many more problems for recorded media release than for on-
line release. Arrangements to produce and ship the product must be made ahead of time and
must adhere to a tight schedule. Any problems with the production process telescope into a
short time-frame at release time, and these eventualities must be anticipated. Electronic me-
dia produced in “ml time” are much more difilcult to schedule and ship on time than
manufactured products, such as CD-ROMs. Many a release schedule has been devastated by
the slow through-put of tape drives on the ‘mainframe.”

Single Orders--- Order fidfiient for singles orders is much easier to handle, since custom-
ers will not expect these products on a pre-arranged schedule. There are usually customer
service commitments which the agency will adop~ and the production and shipping process
will need to be constantly monitored for adherence to those standards. Customer semice
standards, however, can be adjusted to reflect changes in the production and shipping envi-
ronment.

Agencies will sometimes release products in a combination arrangemen~ in which the
agency agrees to a “subscription” type of release, but shipments are made only as new, pre-
specified products become available. The demands of this type of release am not as severe as
a scheduled release, but users will complain if some tentative schedule is not met.
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Rush Orders.– In the current world of global overnight shipping services, the “rush” order is
a reality for which the agency must prepare. Special care should be given to planning how
products are shipped, what circumstances or customers merit accelerated service, and, espe-
cially, how the shipper will get closure on the delive~ of an order. If this is not done, an
inordinate amount of time will be spent by the customer services staff “tracking” orders and
re-sending those that disappear. Beware that inadequate record-keeping can lead to duplicate
orders and a subsequent loss of staff time and revenue.

Overnight services can be very expensive, and must be factmed into the pricing and bud-
geting of the products. Foreign orders are another particularly “dangerous” ~ because of
their expensive shipping costs; policies for dealing with overseas orders should be established
with the initial offering of the product. Finally, another uncertainty arises from the vagaries of
the government bidding process -- agencies should plan for the eventuality of “losing” their
overnight carrier contract - contingency plans are needed for how to deal with customer ex-
pectations if this happens.

Customer Support

Another key issue which must be considered in the earliest planning stages of an agency’s
data dissemination process is customer support. Decisions about appropriate data products
must take into account the agency’s ability to support these products and the customer’s ability
to use them. Major factors to consider include:

+ What staff resources will be allocated to the electronic data dissemination
program?

+ Wfl the same staiTresponsible for traditional data dissemination seMces be
charged with supporting an electronic data dissemination program?

Adding this new responsibility to existing staff requires adequate training in the use of
electronic media. Decisions must be made as to the level of user support that can nxilistically
be provided by the dissemination staff. For example, how will questions about use of soflumre
be addressed? Wfl users be able to electronically send queries to an agency’s Internet mail-
box? If so, will these requests be placed in the queue with requests received through tradi-
tional methods - phone calls, letters -- or will they get higher priority?

Also, it should not be assumed that electronic release of data will lessen interest in tradi-
tional forms of data release. In fac$ data dissemination programs should expect an overall
increase in information requests, as new data users discover agency resources.

● Are the needs of both internal and external agency customers being considered?

Dissemination staff must work with external customers, to ident.@ products to release
electronically and to determine the best electronic format for that release. This should be
based on assessment of customer capabilities and needs, including SCCCMto CD-ROM drives
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and other hardware considerations (computer sire, speed, etc.). It should not be assumed that
customers know how to work with electronic media. Agencies now providing access through
Intemeb for example, are learning that many users need assistance simply to use the Internet.

Customers may even need documentation to help them use electronic media and analyze
agency &ta.

The sM7 directly involved in information dissemination must also work with internal
“customers”-- the agency’s data producers - to determine which products to release elec-
tronically and the best format (CD-ROM, diskette, IntemeL etc.) for release. Should entire
f~s or only selected pre-tabulated data be made available electronically? Should this be
released as flat ASCII fdes or with customized software for access and/or analysis? Internal
customers also need feedback horn the dissemination stalYon customer satisfaction with data
products and data release formats, to help guide future products.

Order Fulfillment and Accounting Support

Agencies will also need to determine appropriate dissemination outlets for electronic prod-
; ucts. In addition to internal agency mechanisms, the Govenunent Printing Ofilce (GPO) and

the National T=hnical Information SeMce (NTIS) both can handle distribution of electronic
products. Using multiple vendors can increase access to &ta and possibly lower dissemina-
tion costs.

Updates, Corrections, and Errata

One of the strengths of an electronic dissemination system is the ability for on-line notifi-
cation of updates, corrections, etc. But customers need to know whereto look for this infor-
mation. For example, agencies may have an icon or menu selection on their Internet server to
identify new products or to announce new mkases on a bulletin board of their own or through
the NTIS or GPO bulletin boards. Agencies should also have a method for users to electroni-
cally query them about updates and corrections -- i.e., with an Internet mailbox.

Archiving

The word “archiving” can have two meanings for managers of electronic dissemination
programs. In its best known contex~ “amhiving” is synonymous with “back-ups.” It means
the on-site, temporaxy storage of critical information records, in case of system failure.

Another aspect of archiving is the permanent retention of information ‘records” for pos-
terity, accomplished for Federal agencies by planning and implementing a records acquisition
schedule with the National Archive and Records Administration.

Back-#ps
Archiving on-line and recorded media nqdres an awareness of general archiving issues,

paired with an appreciation of the specflc diftlculties in archiving electronic data. Most
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organizations already have guidelines relating to when, how, and whereto archive their data
products. These guidelines may need to be modMed -- or media-specific guidelines may need
to be developed --to handle electronic media.

Almost all electronic media are less durable than traditional printed material. Some --
such as magnetic tape – rtquire much more careful handling and storage under more con-
trolled environmental conditions than printed material. Many organizations already have ex-
isting capability and expertise for storing electronic media, particularly in mainframe com-
puter environments; often these can be tapped to provide services for the dissemination effort.
If such facilities are not available, outside services maybe needed. However, particularly with
the advent of diskettes and CD-ROMs, archiving is now possible in a personal computer
environment at relatively low cos~

Regardless of the media used, special care is required for archiving electronic products and
documentation, to ensure that they appear on the media in a usable form. Especially for long-
term archival purposes, unusual or obscure data or fde structures = obviously not recom-
mended. Remember -- changes in the computer industry happen so quickly that today’s de
facto standard format may become tomonow’s dinosaur!

Problems with data formats have historically been particularly acute in the personal com-
puter environment but have also been apparent in mainframe environments. For example, be
careful that you don’t archive the data without preserving the softwaxe to read the data ffle --
especially where microdata are involved.

Because of the problems that can arise with improperly archived&@ it is prudent to con-
sider saving at least crucial fdes in more than one format-- especially if no practical NARA
standard exists for the agency’s electronic products. Saving a second copy of products in a
simple format that can be read by many different software packages -- such as open ASCII
tex~ for personal computers--is one option. Another possibility is to keep track of formatting
changes in the computer industry and to update formats for key data as the “standard” formats
change. That is probably a good ik in any case, where important historical data are in-
volved. In any case, it is advisable to avoid complicated or proprietary formats entirely. Un-
fortunately, this may make your product less desirable and useful for mom sophisticated cus-
tomers. Even printed versions which document government data and systems am useful to
maintain in the archive, so that users can reconstruct the fdes, if necessary.

nL4.RA Activities
The planning for electronic dissemination should also include the last stage of the informa-

tion life cycle, namely, the final disposition of the information -- either by destroying the
records or retiring them to the National Archives and Records A~inistration. This is a for-
malized process in which NARA is contacted and the information K evaluated by the agent y
and NARA as to whether the information is suitable for the permanent archive. If it is, NARA
will schedule it for acquisition and the implementation of this schedule involves using official
procedures, mediai and standards, as established by NARA. The costs of providing the infor-
mation to NARA are undertaken at the agency’s expense.
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Because of the expense of this step, some Federal managers ignore or avoid this m@re-
men~ It is critical to view it as an important step in the information life cycle of an electronic
information product in a successful dissemination program, and (if properly done) can elimi-
nate some agency expenses associated with saving dated versions of the information that the
public may request. It can, in effec~ eliminate the need for extensive “back-ups” of critical
information over long periods of time.

.
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4: Customer Service Programs

Introduction

A lthough customer service programs am not new, they have become a key component
of the Federal government’s program to maintain quality management and implement
high standards of customer satisfaction. This chapter describes several key compo-

nents of an effective customer service program for any agency, especially one engaged in the
electronic dissemination of statistical information.

One word of caution -- developing customer service programs is an expensive and pains-

taking task and maintaining them is a permanent commitment of resources. Even in tight
budget times, the expectations they raise and the good will they engender am difficult to ig-
nore or rollback. Therefore, establishing these programs should be closely tied to the agency’s
strategic planning process, so that an overall program mission and spec~lc program goals and
objectives can be developed. Then, the agency can establish mechanisms to captme customer
feedback and select performance measures to monitor the program’s progress toward achiev-

, ing its goals.

This is especially important for agencies embarking on electronic dissemination programs.
Agencies should anticipate that the future will bring improvements in technology, as well as
raising the level of customer sophistication with respect to electronic dissemination products.
This will cause customers to become increasingly mom demanding regarding the level of
sewice provided. The level of service which is satisfactory at the outset may be less than
satisfacto~ within a short period of time. Thus, through customer feedback, the established
evaluative criteria must be continually modifkd to reflect these rising expectations and bal-
ance them against available resources.

Setting Up a Customer Service Program

Many agencies have established customer seMce or information centers as focal points
within the agency for assisting users. The sti locates agency information, provid-= the
information in multiple forms, offers technical assistance and suppo% as well as making re-
femls to the appropriate specialists or other sources, if needed. Agencies that choose not to
establish a customer semice center will need to train staff throughout the organization to deal
with technical assistance and suppo~ as well as questions dated to the availability and inter-
pretation of the data. This section focuses on the activities and services that a customer ser-
vice center should offer to support its electronic products. Similar activities and sewices should
be offered in a decentmlized customer service operation.

Basic Activities of an Inf~tion Center
Each agency should maintain a staff or center of trained information specialists available to

respond m requests from a wide range of customers for the agency’s statistical information and
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information about the agency’s statistical products and seMces. Requests maybe by tele-
phone or letter or by electronic means, like e-mail and Internet. The center may also provide
automated telephone service, featuring recorded information or menu-access to specialized
Sti Suppolt

Center staff should also be responsible for developing a series of materials designed to
supplement information provided to individual users upon request. These materials should
be developed with user inpuu to assure maximum value:

directories of products and services;
directories of data systems;
directories of agency-produced software;
latest scheduling changes or updates of datakoftwam
customer newsletters;
directories of information sources;
fact sheets and promotional materials;
press releases; and
order form flyers.

These materials should be used proactively to inform users of product and semice availabil-
ity. For instance, the order form flyer contains product description and ordering information
and users can mail or fax it back to the information center. These, generally one-page, de-
scriptions can b inserted in other mailings or reproduced in pxinted reports or elsewhere.
Agencies should also consider distributing electronic versions of this information through
their bulletin board or Internet services.

Concerning electronic products, each catalog or newsletter should contain the official name
of any product including any unique identifying codes, and a reasonable description of the
producq including the major data items -- the time span covered by the dativ whether the
product contains summary or microdati, the format of the data (e.g., ASCII, dBase, WKS,
etc.); whether the product comes with software or the type of software required; basic sys-
tems requirements; whether the electronic product corresponds to a particular printed prod-
uct and ordering information, including source and price, plus order forms.

This information, primarily in ptited form, should be made available at no charge. Simi-
lar information or listings can be posted on-line, as well. In either medium, sample tables and
graphs can also be provided, to give users a better idea of the contents of the product.

Assistance in UsingAgency Products and Semites
Unquestionably, information center staff should do more than simply act as information

finders. l?iis~ they should be trained to assist customers who have no experience with agency
information or who have general or unfocused questions. They should also be trained to an-
swer customers’ questions about the technical processes for using any of the agency’s prod-
ucts or services. This is especially important when the customer cannot make an eltztronic
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product or service perform to his or her expectations. Historically, such process questions
were internal to an agency and were handled by a data processing “help center.” Today, it may
be unclear whether the customer is expxiencing an information problem or a technical prob-
lem -- or is simply not sufilciently knowledgeable about a product or service to make it work
or be able to navigate it successfully. Therefore, center staff should be equipped to discuss
both content and process questions. System and product documentation, users guides, how-to
manuals, and sufficient training in the products and services available are key ingredients in a
successful assistance program.

Technical Support Service
A variety of information dissemination capabilities are recommended for information spe-

cialists to service customers. These include:

electronic bulletin boards;

e-mail, listsms, and other @temet services through the local organization, as
well as easily accessible on-line services, such as Prodigy, America On-
Line, and CompuServe;

fax services, combining paper and communications to respond to individual
customer m-questsor to send data or publications to customers on a
proactive basis;

fax-on-demand services that are initiated by the customeq

electronic data dissemination capabilities, including electronic response or computer-
readable media such as diskette or CD-ROM; and

on-line networkklial-up available databases. .

These services should be easily accessible, easy to use, capable of measuring user access
and recording user satisfaction. Information specialists should have access to all available
services electronically, with the latest available and fastest equipment on hand, in order to
keep pace with the rapid changes in information technology and the rising expectations of
their customers.

Agency-based Lw~n& Sewices
In addition to the directories mentioned above, agencies may establish other information

locator-finder semices for their customers. Two examples are described below -- participat-
ing in the Government Information Locator System (GILS) and providing information refer-
ral services.

The Government Information Locator System.– The GILS effort is a government-wide
programto help the public locate and access public information within government invento-
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ries. GILS is a network of deamtmlized, agency-based information locators, set up by the
Of&e of Management and Budget. Although agencies are required by OMB Circular A-130
(June 25, 1993) to create and maintain an inventory of their information systems and informa-
tion dissemination products, GILS will standardize the process of identifying and describing
public information resources. The public will be able to use GILS diitly or through interme-
diaries - such as libraries, private information providers, and academic institutions -- and
through various media - including Internet and modem. Federal statistical agencies u en-
couraged to participate in the development of their Departments’ “ GILS core,” but should
also develop their own GILS+ompatible locator services, to offer their customers a greater
level of detail and accessibility. (Additional information about GILS is available at the fol-
lowing Internet address: htt@vww.usgs.gov/public@ls/.)

Referral Services.-The traditionalrole of informationcenters has been to provide access to
certain types of data. The fwst level of inquiryservice is generally to provide customers with
information and information products produced by the parentagency. The second level of
semice involves customers who are seeking related information, not produced by the parent
agency. Under this circumstance, an informationcenter may decline to seine the customer or
may volunteer to refer the inquiry. Anecdotal evidence shows that agency information poli-
cies vary widely in this regard. Some centers generally assist customers in accessing the
agency’s information, while others go as far as readily suggesting comparable or complemen-
tary &ta available elsewhere in the information community, public and private. Some centers
will even produce guides to all comparable information and services, regardless of source.
These guides can be either internal documents, to assist the staff of the information center in
handling inquiries, or external documents, for general distribution. (For example, the Energy
Information Administration’s Energy Information Directory, although used by information
center staff as a day-to-day reference work is also made available to the public.) While
producing and distributing such a guide may seem to take customers away from the center, in
the end, the guide can attract more customers to the center- regular customers become used
to having all of their needs met and come to use the “full service” center much as a research
libmy or information finder.

Marketing Programs

In the world of electronic dissemination, rapidly changing technologies are incmsing cus-
tomer exptxtations for timeliness, accuracy, ease of access, and creative new services. Mar-
keting programs provide key tools to identify new markets, seek out customers in those mar-
kets, as well as traditional customers, to understand their needs, and establish promotional
programs to reach all audiences, new and old. Joint ventures am an innovative way of reach-
ing out to new customers. This section highlights some marketing activities that are espe-
cially useful for customer service centers which disseminate electronic daa Depending on
how deeply an agency commits to marketing, it may wish to consider establishing a full-time
marketing function.
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customerI&nti@ation and Tracking
An agency needs to know something about the customers it serves. Who are they? What

do they need from the agency? In what formats? How can the agency best serve their needs?

One of the hardest tasks an agency will face is determining who its customers am. Is a
customer a person or an organization? Is a customer only someone who purchases from the
agency or is it also the casual inquirer? Are potential customers as important to the agency as
current users?

A second task is deciding who are the agency’s principal customers. Conventional mar-
keting wisdom is that 20 percent of customers account for 80 percent of sales. Does a student
doing a tem paper merit the same attention as a Congressional inquirer or a major think-tank
organization’s request? Or, more importantly, how can the agency seMce both within their
contex~ given limited resources?

Third, what kind of information does an agency need to colkzt about its customem? Is a
simple name and address sufficient? Would it help to know what products are being pur-
chased? Should every transaction or communication be noted in a database?

Fourth, what safeguards must an agency observe in handling privacy information?
What are the limitations of a customer information system? Who has access to it and for what

Pm=?

Identifying Customera--- An agency needs to differentiateas much as possible its diHemnt
classes of customem. Them are several different frameworks for doing so -- by standard
industrial classification code, by a clasdlcation based on the agency’s experience, or by a
classification based on otherfactors, such as the customer’srole in the distributionprocessor
volume of sales. .

A common framework is the standard industrial classification (SIC) code --a hierarchical
scheme that is used to class~ establishments by the kind of aonomic activity they cany out.
The SIC is generally used by the list-management industry because of its fme level of detail.
The name and addms lists of customers can be coded by 1-, 2-, 3- or 4-digit SIC code,
depending upon the level of detail required. Besides the SIC MunuuZ, the agency would
require some standard look-up products, such as Dun’s Business Locatur. Once the lists were
coded, an agency could see whether the bulk of its customers am in academia governmen~ or
a particular kind of business, such as statistical consulting.

Another workable approach is to use coding appropriate to the agency. Based on the
agency’s mission, experience, and knowledge of customers, some variation on the SIC system
might be more appropriate. For example, an agency’s customers may be concentrated in
academia and the agency may need to make a distinction based on the academic department
The remaining customers could be grouped into large general categories.
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Other possible coding schemes could be based on any of the following:

volume of sales or inquiries;

the dative importance of the customers to an agency -- for example, other
Federal agencies, the rnedi~ Congms, the geneml public;

the mle of the customer in the overall distribution process -- e.g., reseller, library,
end user.

the customer’s occupation or position in Ms/her organization - e.g., pnxideng
CEO, resemcher, project manager, librarian or information specialist.

the customer’s preferred media -- e.g., magnetic tapes, CD-ROMs, on-line
systems, or diskettes.

Being able to differentiate among the major customer types allows an agency to better
~ define its products to meet spec~lc needs of specflc types of customers.
,i

Figure B shows how customers am classitkd at the Energy Information Administration.
Ano~er alternative, shown in Figure C, is used by the Bweauof the Census.

Figure B: Energy Information
AdministrationCustomer~pology

+ EIA
● Other DOE
+ Other Federal
● statdLocal
+ Library/school
+ Foreign @VtZllnEllt
+ Congress/Staff
● White House
+ Research/Academia

Figure C: Bureauof the Census
CustomerTboloEv

Rivate Citizen
Governmentsector
AcademicJResearchSector
Business Sector
Public Service Sector
In@national

‘llwsesixsecto marefurtherbroken
down into 22 subgroups.

Customer Information Systems.--In order to keep track of customer information, a cus-
tomer service center should develop a customer information system. Besides just capturing
names and addresses, the agency should determine what other information it needs to know
about its customers. The amount and kind of information that should be maintained will vary
according to budge~ staff, other resources, and use of the system. Of course, an agency
should determine beforehand what it wants the system to do, the kind of reports management
requires, and the amount of resources available to maintain it. An agency should not collect
information on customers just for the sake of collecting information; rather, information should
only &kept that will be used for meeting customer needs.
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Obtaining basic customer information is one of the easier tasks. Most offkes maintain
records of calls or fdes of inquiries; agencies that sell products maintain lists of purchasm.
The U.S. Government Printing Of&e can provide an agency with a list of report purchasers
or subscribers for the cost of doing the computer run.

In order to make the system useful, basic customer name and address information should
be standardized. This will help &ta enhy, list mergers, segmentation, and qtilcation for
discounted bulk mail. Any customer clsss~lcation codes should also be included, to enable
the agency to segment the list

Below m other useiid features which a customer information system could include.

●

☞

☞

☞

An indication of the source of the name and a date should be added to the rword to
identify how long the customer has been in the system. The date is also useful for
later purging inactive customers -- i.e., those who have not purchased or contacted
the agency since a specflc date.

If the agency sells its own products, some information on purchasing history--such
as the name of the product -- would be useful to maintain. Sales amounts could be
helpful in some instances, as well.

If the agency does promotional mailings, it may want to track the number of times a
customer hss been sent a promotion and the number of times that particular cus-
tomer has responded. Such an analysis would be useful to evaluate the promotion
and fmd out more about the customer’s needs.

An agency may also want to track the number of contacts with a particular customer
and any feedback the customer provided. However, such a fea~ would require a
large interactive system or database.

Agencies have the option of developing their own systems, contracting out developmen~
or purchasing off-the-shelf order-entry, customer contact softxwueproducts. The type of sys-
tem and its cost would depend on how each agency wanted to use the system.

Market Research and Customer Surveys
A customer information system tells the agency something about its current users, but it

cannot stand alone. To serve customers effectively, the agency must understand its products
and semices market. Too often, agencies make products available without researching the
market for the products. At other times, the product is not in a desired format or the data are
not presented in appropriate size-classes, so that users can easily turn the data into useful
information. Market research into customer needs is critical. Them are several research
techniques that have proven effective -- literature searches, focus groups, and customer sur-
veys.
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Literature Searches--- Literature searches are a good place to start. Them m a number of
good sources of information on trends in the industry that may help an agency evaluate the
usefulness of its products and services. Some of these include Americun Demographics, Z7ze
WallStreet Journal, CD-ROM and multi-media catalogs and publications, Sales andh4arket-
ing Management magazine, and various library publications. Most agency libraries can do
literature searches and retrieve the latest articles on particular topics of interest.

Focus Groups--- Focus groups, consisting of known and potential users, intermediaries, and
secondary distributors, can help an agency mfme its products. Users are generally brought
together for as little as a few hours to as long as a day, and am asked their reactions to the
proposed product or activity. A trained facilitator leads the discussion, while others record
the focus group’s responses. This sort of activity can provide meaningful insight into the
customers’ speciilc needs and requirements.

Customer Surveys.– Executive Order 12862 on Setting Customer Standards requires “con-
tinual reform of the Executive branch’s management practices and operations to provide ser-
vice to the public that matches or exceeds the best service available in the private sector.”
Among other activities, agencies are instructed to identify their customers, survey them re-
garding the kind and quality of seMces they want and their level of satisfaction with existing
services, benchmark customer service performance against the best in business, post cus-
tomer service standards, and measure results against them.

To assist Federal agencies in carrying out customer surveys, the Ofilce of Management
and Budget developed a Resozme Mmud for Customer Surveys, that was released in No-
vember 1993. Figure D, below, summarizes the key components recommended for customer
surveys. Agencies are encouraged to review the manual before embarking on any customer
survey. The following sections provide summary information from that report on how to
conduct customer surveys.

Ftgure D The Step in a CustomerSurvey

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Determine the scope of the survey measurementprogram
Identify the factors and characterisdcs that underlie customerexpectations, needs, and
satisfaction
klen~ the target customerpopulation for the survey (possiblyintermediaries rather
than end users)
Develop the ssmple frame of the @get customers
Choose a data collection methodbest suited to your customer survey
Choose who will collect survey data from customers
Develop and prelest the sumey questionnaire
Conslruct the statistical design of the sampleof customers
Design pmcedum to achieve high response rates
Ensure quality while the surveydata am being collected
Process the survey data and prepare them for analysis
Analyze the @@ summarizethe results, and present the findings
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Setiing Guidelines for Customer Sumeys--- The agency needs to determine what it wants to
meastue - satisfaction, use, desirable improvements; current and future needs; who will cany
out the activity; and how the results will be used. A committee or offke should be charged
with coordinating or managing the agency’s customer surveys.

Other goaldguidelimx should be to:

+ minimize duplication of effort within the agencfi
+ avoid repeated contacts with the same customers;
+ assure that the surveys are well thought out and will produce statistically valid

results; and
● ensure that the information will be useful to the agency.

Here am some suggestions for ensuring a good customer survey:

Contact the same customer no more than once a year.

Use a sample of customers rather than a census of the entire population, unless that
population is small. You can use a systematic sample -- such as every fourth cus-
tomer, every tenth customer, etc. -- or target different groups through a stratifkd
sample approach -- e.g., if news media or Congressional inquiries me more importanG
those customers could be selected at a higher rate than the academic or private sector
users. Also, one stratum should include product type.

Keep it shofi Limit your survey to a few questions. A page is ideal; four pages is
asking a lot on a voluntary survey.

Include some follow-up for nonresponse. A mail-back survey will generally have a
return rate of between 20-30 percent. Telephone calls to nonrespondents of a Census
Bureau customer survey increased the rate to 58 percent. A combination of reminder
notices and telephone calls netted the Bureau of Labor Statistics an impmssive 88-
percent response rate.

Ask actionable questions, such as “How can we improve this product or service?” or
“If you do not use this producb why not?” and provide the customer with an opportu-
nity to explain.

Include some standard questions on all surveys. This will enable the agency to mea-
sure some items across products and programs for a period of time.

Them may also be other questions that are of particular interest to the specKlc agency.

+ Leave some space for open-ended comments. Responses can often be enlightening
and reveal aspects of the agent y’s product or semice that the customer considers im-
portan~ but that may have been overlooked.
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● Develop a standard format to report customer survey results; this will help make
sharing and understanding information across surveys easier.

CustomerSurveyInstrument.- The most common method of surveying customers is through
the mail. Telephone interviews am also common. Agencies may want to consider personal
interviews, where mom in-depth probing on particular topics maybe required. Other options
include:

+ on-line surveys, such as through the Internet or a bulletin board system;
+ fax surveys, whereby potential nxpondents are faxed a short survey and requested to

fax back their responses; and
+ questionnaires within the electronic produc~ itself, that users can print out and mail

back”or return electronically.

7I
Don ‘tforget that aU surveys going to respondents outside the Fe&ral govern-
ment must go through a formal O&e of Management and Budget cleamnce
process. OMB has established special guidelines and processes for customer sur-
veys that are not as lengthy or as involved as those for other surveys. The agency
should review its plans with OMB’SOffke of Statistical Policy.

Rather than measure user response to a particular produc~ agencies may want to measure
general satisfaction over an extended period of time. The following am some suggested ac-
tivities in this areZ

a product evaluation postcard - with return postage paid - included with every
product sale, asking general questions about customer productkxvice
satisfaction;

a mom in-depth questionnaire, mailed to a sample of purchasers or i.nquimrs;

selected questions asked of all or of a sample of phone inquirers on a given day or
during a given week

follow-up in-depth telephone surveys of inquirers who have agreed in advance
and specified a time for call baclq and

abroad or ongoing focus group of users of major products, for continual feedback.

Whatever the mechanism, the same questions should be asked over a period of time, so
that improvement can be measured. In fac~ the agency may want to establish an overall
rating, with a combination weighted scorn that can be monitored.
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Promotional Activities

Adv48ing

Several standard promotional tools are available to agencies to inform the public about
products and services An agency should look closely into the costs and benefits associated
with these activities before embarking on any promotional campaign.

Promotional tools include:

paid advertising, including such media as newspapers, television, radio, direct
mail, and magazines;
unpaid advertising, such as professional newsletters, other agency publications,
bulletin boards, and listservs;
exhibits and confemwes; and
personal contacts.

Paid Advertising--- In general, an agency may inform the public about its products and ser-
vices through the use of paid advetiing but should avoid promoting the importance of its
programs and activities. (However, any agency wishing to buy advertising should first ascer-
tain whether the legislation that governs its activities contains specific guidance or restrictions
concerning advertising.)

Paid advertising can take several forms. Direct mail can be focused at a targeted audience
or saturated within a geographic area. Advertisements in professional or trade journals also
target speciilc audiences. Advertisements in major media reach a much wider audience than
the other forms, but will likely have less payoff.

Unpaid Advertising--- In the areaof unpaidadvertising,them are several channels available
to agencies to take advantageof free exposure in newsletters andelsewhere.

Articles in newspapers, generated from press releases, often result in awareness and,
occasionally, sales. Be aware, however, that the media have been known to overstate
or misinterpret data provided in press releases.

Many agencies cross-advertise in each others’ publications.

Newsletters of other organizations can reach more targeted groups. Many state and
local agencies and trade and professional associations have regular newsletters which
could serve as additional promotional vehicles. The Association of Public Data Users,
the Council of Professional Associations on Federal Statistics, and Americun Demo-
graphics magazine regularly report on new statistical products and services. Other
potential sources of publicity include computer trade journals, library journals, and
commercial product directories.
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Electronic bulletin boards axe a newer source of advertising. Several Federal agen-
cies maintain electronic bulletin boards that would welcome information about an
agency’s products.

Internet offers the possibility of providing basic datasets, as well as stimulating inter-
est in the agency, its products, and promoting product sales. Several businesses and
some agencies offer order placement through Internet or provide promotional materi-
als and order forms that can be downloaded and mailed, faxe4 or distributed by Iistserv.

Ex%ibits and Conf&ences
Many Federal agencies participate in association meetings, trade shows and conventions,

either as participants or exhibitors. Exhibits save two basic purposes:

+ general outreach for the organization, including as a recruiting vehicle, and
+ exposure for new products among data users.

Before embarking on an exhibits program, consider the issues of equipment and cost.
Specialized equipment is needed to present a professional appearance at a trade show or con-

; vention. Up-to-date displays, product samples, brochures and flyers, and, perhaps, videos or
computerized demonstrations are among the items needed.

Obtaining these, however, is only part of the cost. Agencies also need to consider costs
associated with maintenance, shipping, drayage, space rentals, and services and furnishings
while on the exhibit floor, not to mention staff travel and per diem.

Pemonal Contacts
Finally, an agency should consider the marketing impact of speeches and workshops at

conferences and conventions, and the good will and personal satisfaction that comes from
pmcmal contacts. Morewer, this maybe the most cost-effective approach for some products,
especially complex ones that require more sophisticated knowledge or technology to use prop-
erly and, therefore, benefit from exposure in a setting where stalT am available for a “hands-
on” demonstration.

Joint Ventures

The role of joint ventures in the Federal government is not well defined, as ye~ and needs
further investigation. In general, it is the sharing of profit - as well as of risk – in the
marketing of a new product or service. The groups involved maybe two Federal agencies or
a Federal agency and a private sector group. Roles and responsibilities am generally speciiMd
in a formal written agreement

Joint ventures may include “publishing” the agency’s dam providing software, acting as a
sales agenb etc.
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!Wlem, Reselkm, and Rcdistz#butom
Someagencies have contracted out data dissemination. In other instances, private compa-

nies and academic institutions, as well as Federal, state, regional and local government agen-
cies, can be additional conduits or points of sale for an agency’s data. In some cases, this
second group may serve as large a customer base as the agency’s dhect subscribers. Often
resellers and redistributors help satisfy the agency’s nqdrement to inform the public, while
adding value to agency products. In many cases, these services cost the agency little or noth-

ing.

Resellers and redistributors are key customers and their insights should be solicited and
evaluated before an agency makes changes to its products.

Federal Resellers and Redistributors. --Several governmentorganizationshave established
major centralizxi information redistributionservices, to give the public technologically ad-
vanced, one-stop shopping opportunitiesfor government information. Before embarkingon
the independent development of electronic information dissemination programs, statistical
agencies should evaluate whethersome of theirprogramscould be carriedout by a centralized
semice, therebyavoiding start-upcosts and possibly reaching a wider audience.

.>

+ The National Technical InformationSeMce (NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce,
is responsible for collecting, abstracting, indexing, archiving, reproducing, and dis-
seminating scientific, technical, engineering, and business information. The NTIS

FedWorld service can serve as a repository or a gateway for agency databases, soft-
ware, and bulletin board systems. FedWorld is available via Internet or telephone
modem. NTIS’ FAX Direct service also offers fax-on-demand and broadcast fax ser-
vices.

+ STAT-USA, U.S. Department of Commerce, disseminates Federally-sponsored busi-
ness and economic data. Services include the Economic Bulletin Board (EBB), anon-
line service containing 3,400 fdes from all the major Federal economic agencies; EBB
Fax, providing fax access to the most popular EBB fdes; the National Trade Data
Bank CD-ROM, including 10,000 reports on internationaland export information;
and the National Economic, Soci& and Environmental Data Bank CD-ROM, con-
taining information related to the U.S. economy, society, and environment

+ The U.S. Government Printing 0fi3ce (GPO) has established an on-line electronic
directory for Federal electronic information-- GPO Access; GPO is also developing
model gateways for no-fee public access to databases in the GPO Access system via

hteme~ through selected depositmy libraries.

+ The Depository Library System, itself, is the nation’s oldest redistributor of gover-
nmentinformation, with government document nqmsitories in more than 1,400 librar-
ies in eve~ state and territory.

Commercial Resellers and Redistributors. --Many private companies repackage, combine,
or othenvise add value to an agency’s products; then, they resell the information at a profit.
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Private companies usually have abetter feel for the marketplace than do governmental entities
and are better able to tailor products for spec~lc markets.

Agencies should consider the role played by private companies in the dissemination pro-
cess. The Census Bureau, for example, maintains a list of private companies that provide
services dated to Census Bureau data and products. Companies “register” with the National
Clearinghouse for Census Data Sefices and indicate the kinds of services they provide, the
type and geographic extent of data they sell, and any spedlc or unique products they produce.
The list is published as a brochure, reproduced in the Census Bureau Catalog, and otherwise
made available to users who may require a different foxmat or medium than that which the
Census Bureau can provide. The Census Bureau does not hnchise, inspector endorse any
one company over another.

Contracting-out Data Dissemination--- Most agencies wish to maintain dinxt control over
their data dissemination activities. However, several agencies have contracted out various
pieces of the process.

+ At the U.S. Geological Survey, general information requests and product sales am
handled by an on-site contractor. Twhnical questions are referred to the appropriate
USGS specialist.

+ The Department of Agricukum’s Economic Research SeAce and National Agricul-
tural Statistics Setice, as well as the Justice Department’s Bureau of Justice Statistics,
contract with a private company to sell products and handle subscription and mailing
services.

+ The Department of Housing and Urban Development which provides all its products.
for free, contracts out the distribution process. Users can request free copies of publi-
cations, diskettes, and CD-ROMs from the service known as HUD User.

State and Local Redistributors.- State and local agencies can also serve as distribution
points for an agency’s data. The extent to which nonfederal agencies take on this function
varies from agency to agency.

Several agencies, - like the National Center for Education Statistics, the National Center
for Health Statistics, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics - have agreements with the states for
joint &ta collection activities. In some cases, Federal monies fund state-level staff positions.
These same state agencies also serve as local distribution points for the &ta. Other agency
data products with state-level information w often provided as a matter of course.

The Census Bureau maintains cooperative agreements with each state and provides a des-
ignated state agency -- and through i~ a network of affiliates -- any and all Census Bureau
products for the state. Affiliates may be local planning agencies, councils of governments,
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libraries, chambers of commerce, or university departments. This network, consisting of 1,800
organizations, mspontis to over one million information request a year. The program was
recently expanded to include national minority organizations and their local affiliates.

Sources for Bibliographies and Abstracts

Although soon to be supplemented by the Governrnent Information Locator System, cen-
tralized bibliographic and abstract services provide powerful supplementary locators to an
agency’s own information center. Agencies should verify that their products and services m
adequately and accurately ~presented in these systems.

The following, as an example, are the principal soumes of bibliographic and abstract refer-
ences to energy statistical information:

+ U.S. Government Printing Offke -- Monthly Catalogue and Publications
Reference File;

+ National Technical Information Service -- Bibliographic Database;

+ Offke of Scientific and Ttdmical Information -- Energy Science and Technology
Database;

+ Congressional Information Service--American Statistics Index and U.S.
Government Periodicals Index; and

+ RR. Bowker -- Energyline.

.
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5: Cost and Financing
of Electronic Dissemination

F
ederal agencies often fmd it diftIcult to assign a cost or price to their products and
Sexvices-- especially when they we based on data collected for program administra-
tion or other agency purposes. This chapter provides some summary information on

the budget and financing process and presents some guidelines on different options for cost-
ing electronic dissemination of statistical data.

When planning anew electronic dissemination effom several key issues need to be part of
the thinking in an agency’s budget process. These include freed costs -- such as sotiare,
hardware, and personnel overhead -- and variable costs -- like developmen~ marketing, and
customer service. The job is to estimate what these expenses will be and build them into the
budgeq so as to best provide new services to the broadest number of customers in the fairest
manner.

General Cost Estimation

Much of the guidance on the clasdication of cost comes from the Offke of Management
and Budget. In recognizing that agencies have a responsibility to provide information to the
public consistent with their missions, OMB Circular No. A-130 -- “Management of Federal
Information Resources,” says that an agency should consider the availability of information
dissemination products from other sources equivalent to potential agency products, establish
inventories and other finding aids, and provide notice and opportunities for consultation with
respect to changes in information dissemination product offerings. In addition, agencies must
take advantage of all dissemination channels, public and private, in discharging their dissemi-
nation responsibilities. The policies of the Circular were codifiid in the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995, Public Law 104-13. The Circular also discourages exclusive arrangements
made by or on behalf of an agency, including restrictions and imposition off= on reuse or
redissemination of Federal information.

In other words, the objective is to provide government information at the most reasonable
cost (the lowest possible), while meeting the needs of users, based on the characteristics of the
information. An agency should recover those costs that can be speci.flcally identifkxl as
attributable to providing the dissemination service, but should not attempt to profit or recover
other costs through the sale of Federal government information. A key factor in selecting the
pricing approach is its relationship to the fulftient of the agency’s statutory mission.

Traditionally, government information providers have relied exclusively on printed forms
of documents. Printed publications, press releases, and report summaries have been the prin-
ciple products for most statistical organizations. When data users received these publica-
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tions, they would often m-enter the information into some application that suited their needs.
If the data users access the information directly in digital form, they can use the information
more easily. They can also scan or search the ~ormation, and bring out relationships that
would only be possible with considerable effort under the old system.

Today a considerable portion of the work prepared in a modem government statistical
offke originates in digital form. It would be safe to say that no press release, table, or publi-
cation exists solely in M typewritten form. At sometime in its production cycle, the infor-
mation passes through an electronic media for editing or processing. The key question then
becomes how can this information k captured and made available to the public and to users
in the most useful form? And, having done so, how can we recover expenses for that service?
The answer to these questions lies in the classification of production costs. Careful consider-
ation of the real boundary between work prepared for the agency mission and work per-
formed for the dissemination activities will help define the appropriate role.

Fixed Costs

Certain costs of data dissemination exist regardless of the number of copies distributed.
J Data developers who package information must employ commonly used hardware and soft-

ware, in order to be useful to the widest audience. The data provider should not require the
data user to procure special softw~ and hardware in order to use government information.
Remember, while the set of software and hardware that is required by a “typical user” is
constantly changing, the information provider should probably aim for a target slightly below
the “cutting edge” of technology.

SojWwareDevehpment and Licensingfies
If anagency wishes to provi& informationas something otherthanits original, raw form,

it will be necessary to procuresoftware needed to develop the data. This might take the form
of special-purpose software -- such as CD-ROM authoring tools, communication packages,
or compilers or other development tools needed to create the final product.

Costs for such products can vary widely, depending on the type of software used. For
example, some Internet tools are publicly available at no cost. Other tools, such as develop-
ment packages for particular interfaces, may require authoring software. Also, don’t forget
that costs of any individual package, itself-in addition to any development tools-must be
included.

Some of the best statistical products will be useful to agency staff as well as the data user
community. However, the agency may not always wish to provide access to its information in
the same manner that its employees access the data Firsti such information is probably in
microdata form and is subject to privacy and confkientiality restrictions. Even if that is not
the case, in-house access to information is often based on a mainframe orientation that was
developed without any intention of being used by a less sophisticated audience. Most users of
Federal statistics do not have the time, equipmen~ experience, or desire to smdy procedural
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manuals in order to use the information properly in this format. They want information that
has been customized for their needs.

Agencies may face dfilculties in this ~ since there is no unique solution that will fit all
types of information. For example, a publication which is largely text-based would require a
different sort of tool than one that is largely numeric. Finally, particularly in the area of
software, agencies should be aware tha~ in the curnmt environmen~ them is a good chance
that whatever software is obtained maybe obsolete by the tie it is procured. That being the
case, the best choice should be a good one which can be expected to have as long a shelf-life
as possible.

Hardware Costs
In thepas~ hardware costs implied only mainframe expenses. Today, with the costs of

most elements of electronic information dropping rapidly, hardware costs mom typically
relate to personal computers, mini-computers and related peripheral devices in comection
with them. These costs have dropped dramatically in recent years and will probably continue
to do so. In Chapter 2, many of these hardware mquimments have been specified for the
different media and cost estimates are provided.

Pmnnel Costs for Data Development
For information-based products, the cost of developing and collecting the data initially far

outweighs the costs of distributing it. The single most important cost is time -- in”terms of
personnel used to put the information into usable forms. Even if the tools for packaging
information am free, there will still be a substantial cost in collecting, assembling, organizing,
maintaining, and updating the information.

D lamentation of the Ele&.wnic Data Dissemination
Agencies should provide data users with enough information about the electronic dissemi-

nation system to access data. In the best circumstances, it will be better if they can provide
the data in a manner that does not require users to purchase any special software. Integration
across differing platforms should not be the data provider’s problem. However, the data
provider should be aware of si~lcant diffenmes across systems and attempt to provide the
information in a form that does not prohibit any end user from making use of the information.

Remember, though, that documentation dates to the data and the tools or applications
required to inttxface with them. If the agency develops its own package, it must also produce
documentation on how the system works. (In some extreme cases, documentation on how to
use a particular system can be larger than the data being accessed.) An alternative is to select
standardized off-the-shelf products, which don’t requhe extensive documentation. When do-
ing so, however, care is always needed, since it can appear that the government is supporting
one vendor over another if a particular platform is chosen.

Amortization of-d Costs
The amortization of freed costs is a complex issue which may arise if an agency’s goal is

to have the revenue from the sale of information products cover dissemination costs (and
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other costs). T~ically, some set of freed costs are identifkd (to be recovered) and then pri-
cingis established to recover these costs by estimating demand (sales) over the life of the
product. Alternatively, costs could be recovered in “standard accounting cycles” of five or ten
years.

Controversyusually revolves arounddesignatingwhich costs should constitute freed costs
of the productanddeciding whetherthey should be recovered. What partof the development
costs are included -- hardware needed to produce the producu development software (e.g.,
authoring packages), labor for product developmen~ marketing, and customer support? The
inclusion of these items can greatly tied the per unit price -- especially with the small num-
ber of units that government information products usually disseminate. There are few guide-
lines about what costs should be included, and the practice varies widely from agency to
agency. OMB Circular A-130 provides the most guidance in this am-- but it is also open to
interpretation.

Variable Costs

Pemonnel
Thecostsof providing data to the public through electronic access fall most heavily in the

area of personnel. Agency stai7 must be trained and knowledgeable about the information
resources they are providing and be “the experts” for all questions dating to the information.
Too often the coordination between the producers of the information and the branch releasing
the data is minimal, with one side not filly aware of what the other is doing. Users calling in
for help are unavoidably shuttled from one unit to another, while they experience a rising
level of frustration and dissatisfaction with the information soume. A fully implemented
customer service program alleviates much of that problem, but adds substantially to pxsonnel
and training COStS.

c#’Stom#Seru&a?
‘IWOkey areas of customer service cost deserve mention -- fnt is the need to provide

broad technical support. As mentioned earlier, data users tend to have many questions. Obvi-
ously, there is a wide range of expertise with which the typical customer acquires and uses
the information. Remember, however, that the data provider’s responsibility is to the infor-
mation provided, not to the platform on which the data are provided. YeL inevitably, data
producers fmd themselves answering question not about the data, but about the software used
to acquire or to work with the data. While it is not the role of the government information
services to provide advice about how to load fdes in Lotus 1-2-3 or Ekcel, if the data am
provided in that manner, the questions me unavoidable. In trying to be as responsive as
possible to user needs, huge potential time costs maybe incumed in translating from what
users state they want to what they actually need.

Another area which can lead to escalating time costs is that of specialized requests or
poorly defined inquiries. Many of the information requests that come into a Federal agency
are very broad. Data users often request “everything you have on ....” without a clear or even
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vague notion about how much is available and what would be involved in acquiring it. For
some historical quests, there are largely mainframe-maintained databases. Luckily, many
of these are being transferred to mini-computers and local area network environments, whexe
they can be more readily accessed by the customer for analysis.

BillingActivities
If anagency elects to charge user fees for access to a produc~ then the responsibility for

billing and handling of receipts must be assumed. Depending on the characteristics of the
information produc~ this activity can produce a lot of overhead costs. For example, subscrip-
tion products and on-line media incur mom accounting overhead than products that are handled
“on-demand.” These billing activities require some degree of investment in computer sys-
tems, accounting procedures, and additional sti for accounting, communications (mail), and
customer support.

Some agencies prefer not to collect user fees for products because of the expense of “han-
dling money.” It literally maybe less expensive to give away the product than to sell it --
especially given the limited demand for many government information products. Other agen-
cies elect to contract this function to outside organizations, such as the National Tkchnical
Information Service. Thus, the producing agency becomes a wholesaler, losing control of the
dissemination of the product to some degree --a less desirable situation, perhaps, since it may
not be possible to recover the full cost of the product.

Fme Products and Semd6es
Severalagencies have charged for diskettes, tapes, and large information nquests. These

charges were meant to discourage specialized, one-time requests, but were priced so that the
cost of the recovery was covexed for the request. Publicly-available software, such as Mo-
sm”cWorld Wkle Web browsers, HTML editors, and postscript ffle viewers, am available for
f=, as are other tools for accessing information stored asAdbbeAcrubut fdes, or Folio Views
runtime readers. While 900-numbers exist to charge for electronically-accessed media on-
line media are harder to cost-ou~ so most agencies have opted not to charge for Internet access
to data. On the other hand, there is no easy way to make frequently accessed materials avail-
able at zero or minimal costs. The user, of course, must pay to download fdes, but the agency
cannot recover its expenses. Even data products which were prepami for internal or repro-
duction uses have additional costs associated with public dissemination - the costs involved
in maintaining a mailing I@ mailing packages of information out and so on.

A Caveat
Inanelectronic information environmen~ information that can be freely recopied will be

recopied. Some of the leading data providers in the Federal government have had their infor-
mation sources “mirrored” by other organizations. For example, the electronic bulletin board
of the Department of Commerce is mirromd by the University of Michigan; the Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ system is mirromd by Sam Houston State University. In the past the Statis-
tical Abstmct of the United Stutes was a best-selling document. Since the information is
government-funded, it cannot be copyrighted. After the government paid data development
costs associated with the information, and packaged it into a usable formati private publishers
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have taken the information, reproduced it exactly, and charged a price that was a fraction of
the government’s charge.

In the electronic information business, the replication of government data becomes even
easier and the costs to the reproducer become even smaller. It is difilcult to imagine how the
government can recover its costs in this manner. As an example, the Department of
Commerce’s Economic Bulletin Board (EBB), established about 10 years ago, has the objec-
tive of recovering its costs through user fees. During this time, hardware and software costs
have dropped dramatically. The system currently consists of a 486 personal computer with 48
modem lines, all of which costs about $20,000intoday’smarket.Theoperation software
costs about $5,000. Peripheralsfor backup,etc., add another$3,000 or so.

Since 1993 users have been able to access the EBB through Internet– using the Telnet
facility. Many users of this semice “resell”information, typically afterrepackaging i~ This
activity has served to increase the utilization of the EBB. In recent years, however, large
public institutions have begun “stipping” information from the EBB and duplicating the
service verbatim. While wholesale replication of Federal information centers Aieves some
of the load placed on the agency’s system, it also entails a loss of control and lack of account-
ability for errors and makes it impossible to recover data development costs.

Marketing and Pmnwtion
A Federal statistical agency must also make its offerings known to the general public.

Lacking resources to extensively promote its services, the typical Federal statistical agency
must take advantage of low cost and/or nontraditional forms of advertising. Announcements
of new products in agency publications and trade journals and presentations and demonstra-
tions of them at academic confenmces and conventions have been effective ways of promot-
ing new products and smites. Data on the Internet have been relatively easy to promote, due
to the presence of lists and linkages that automatically route users to agency sources. Search
software and browsers devoted to locating specflc information also exis~ so that users can
ask general queries and be routed to statistical documents. Government-wide initiatives such
as these should make it even easier for users to locate information.

To aid the public in locating and accessing government information, the Offke of Man-
agement and Budgeh in ccwrdination with the Information Infrastructure Task Force, is pro-
moting the establishment of an agency-based Government Information Locator Service. GILS
will --

“identify information nwurces throughout the Executive Branch, describe
the information available, and provide assistance in how to obtain the infor-
mation. It will improve agencies abilities to carry out their records manage-
ment responsibilities and to respond to Freedom of Information Act requests.
It will also serve to reduce the information collection burden on the public by
making existing information more readily available for sharing among agen-
cies.
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“GILS will consist of decentralized agency-based information locator
records and associated information services. It will use off-the-shelf commu-
nications and information technology products and services, so that gover-
nmentinformation can be stored and retrieved in a variety of ways and in a
variety of locations.”

Agency responsibilities with respect to GILS am documented in OMB Bulletin 95-01, “Estab-
lishment of Government Information Locator Service.” (This document is available on the
Internet from http://www.usgs.gov/publi@s@scopyAtmL)

CongestkmPricing

Electronic information access makes it possible to provide data in volumes that were previ-
ously impossible in paper publications. The detail that can be provided in a format such as a
CD-ROM, for example, makes it possible to include large portions of material that would
otherwise never see the public eye. If the information is bundled with other agency informa-
tion and there’s room available, the less popular information can piggy-back along with that
which is in greater demand. Users with special needs for the obscure information get the best
of all worlds -- information they’ve always wanted in digital form and other information the
provider has added, as well.

On the other hand, as demand increases for on-line products, agencies will fmd that provid-
ing Internet access to their data is not free. As the size of information to be transferred be-
comes larger, the congestion costs of a single user can begin to burden the carrying capacity of
the network. At p=n~ larger data fdes can be released as physically transferable recorded
mex@ instead, like diskettes or CD-ROM. Still, as new applications become more common,
such as graphical data interfaces, multimedia packages, video, and audio, the size of the
information vehicle becomes vastly larger.

Guidelines

With all of these diffenmt issues in mind, costing may seem more of a headache than it is
worth. Following are some general guidelines to bear in mind when considering anew elec-
tronic dissemination system. (See also Figure E.) They should help budget and price prod-
UCtS and Services.

Agencies should establish an equitable approach to pricing, utilizing the simplest proce-
dure possible. Subscription rates rather than actual usage are acceptable, as long as they can
be demonstrated to be equally applied to all. Agencies may also want to consider amortizing
overhead costs across all offered datasets, rather than establishing pricing for each based on
usage.

When justifkxi, the dissemination cost may include maintenance, training, customer sup-
po~ computer and data communication cost for access to the data (or production cost for the
delivered produc~ in the case of non-electronic techniques), and any additional cost associ-
ated speciilciilly with providing the dissemination service. Some aspects of customer sup-
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Figure E: Guidelines for Costing

+ Build cost recovery into the budget process

+ Develop a simple and fair pricing system

+ Include all relevant costs in the price

+ Define the collection process before the data are
released

+ Consider f= or reduced rates, when reasonable

+ Measure and analyze the results of cost recovery

pom for example, might be considered partof the mission responsibility and would not be
included in the pricing mechanism. Developmental cost should not be included either.

Agencies should determine a method for collection of user f=s and the frequency with
which these f-will be collected before the product or service is made available. Particular
attention must be made to handle non-payers and late payers.

Agencies may consider free or reduced rates to selected users. However, variable rates
charged for different categories of users must be justiiled. Prices should be associated with
the services provided, to the extent possible. Any intentional deviation should be open and
explicitly explained to the public.

Agencies must have a mechanism in place to accurately measure access charges based on
the established approach.
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6: Latest Interagency Initiatives

T
he Subcommittee on Electronic Dissemination of Statistical Data held its fmt meet
ing in January 1994. At that time, the fmt graphical browser for the World Wide Web
(WWW) -- Mosa”c -- was known only to a handful of people involved in its early

testing stages. As this report goes to prin~ we find that the major statistical agencies’ cument
dissemination priorities are through the WWW. The WWW has already increased the num-
ber of users of govermnent statistics many-fold and the growth is likely to continue. We hope
that statistical agencies not yet disseminating information through the WWW will fmd this
report helpful in their transition to greiter electronic dissemination.

Several new interagency initiatives me underway, which will likely determine the future
development and direction for cooperative work among statistical agencies interested in
improving the electronic dissemination of statistical data. These initiatives include --

Interagency Internet Group--- Representatives from several statistical agencies meet
quarterly to exchange ideas, discuss new initiatives, and determine areas where inter-
agency cooperation would be beneficial.

Census- and BLS-sponsored Metadata Workshop, November 1995.--As discussed
in this repo~ dissemination of metadata -- or data about the data -- is an important
consideration in planning for electronic dissemination. This workshop included pre-
sentations on standards for statistical and geu-spatial metada@ guidelines on the
“best” ways to access information, and discussions on the relationships between on-
line metadata and printed information.

Ikonomic and Social Indicators Briefing Rooms.– Recently the President’s Office
of Science and Technology Policy, along with representatives of the major statistical
agencies, began developing an Economic Briefing Room, which will be accessible
through the White House WWW home page. This initiative will provide the general
public easy access to key cunent economic indicators, with links to the agencies that
produced these indicators. Plans for developing a Social Indicators Briefing Room
are also underway.

Interagency Counal on Statistical Policy’s Task Force on One-Stop Shopping
for M&is&al Data--- The One-Stop Shopping Task Force was established by the
Off& of Management and Budget’s Interagency Council on Statistical Policy. The
Task Force is primarily responsible for determining an overall approach to the design
and development of easy WWW access to all Federal statistics. The Task Force is
expected to obtain input from important stakeholders, including representatives from
the Association of Public Data Users (APDU), the Council of Professional Associa-
tions on Federal Statistics (COPAFS), academic researchers, and statistical agencies
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not represented on the Task Force. The Task Force is also expected to take advantage
of recent scientific reseamh activities related to its mission, especially digital library
reseamh.

Members of the Subcommittee on Electronic Dissemination of Statistical Data have been
and will continue to be active in forums that will help increase the usefidness of this xeport.
Members have already participated in sessions at meetings of the Anerican Statistical Asso-
ciation and APDU. Them are also plans to work with COP~S and to speak at their May
1996 conference on the quality of Federal statistics. While the Subcommittee’s formal work
is over, the members share a commitment to increased electronic access to Federal statistical
data and welcome suggestions for other ways to help in improving the dissemination of Fed-
eral statistics.
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Appendix

T
hisAppendix is intended to describe the current status, as of October 1995, of elec-
tronic dissemination of information by Federal statistical agencies. Readers of this
report in late 1995 and early 1996 may fmd it useful to @nchmark their practices

against the practices described in the Appendix. To continue to be usefbl, the Appendix will
need to be updated periodically. Please check the WWW site for this report at the National
Science Foundation (http://www.nsf.gov/sb&ws/statsAtm) for updates.

In order to obtain the information for this section, about 20 Federal statistical agencies
were contacted. They were asked to describe their current status (as of October 1995) with
regard to electronic dissemination of statistical data ad to provide contact information for
the various media they produce. They were also asked to ffl in a grid, indicating the kinds of
media available from their agency. The resulting information has been summarized in three
different ways --

Figure Al lists Internet addnxses for 21 major statistical agencies. Note that all agen-
cies have a WWW site, but not all offer FIT and Gopher service.

Figure A2 is a grid, which summarizes the types of media each of the responding
agencies offer at this time.

Agency Contacts and Summary of Cument Practices -- The balance of the Appendix
provides more spec~lc information -by agency - regarding their dissemination of
statistical data. Details about the kinds of data available and contact numbers to ob-
tain information about these data are provided.

In addition to serving as a benchmark, this Appendix should also be viewed as a resource
for customer service centers for xeference purposes.
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Figure Al .-lntemet Addressesfor Federal StatisticalAgencies

Agencyfor HealthCare Policy and Research FedWorldw National TechnkalInformatbn service
F’1’P Mtp.ahcpr.gov m.
Gopher Gopher
Www hap: Ikvw.ahcpr.gov WWWhtqx hvww.fedwodd.gov

Bureauof theCensue HealthCare Finmdng Admidstratlo%SSA
m /ftp.ansus.gov/pub m
Gopher Ilgopher.casus.govlo Gopher
WWWhtqx Ihvww,ansus.gov WWWhttp: Avww.ssagovhcfs/hcfehp2.hbnl

Bureau oflkonomic Analyde Natbnal Agdadtud StatistlmServkx
m: m Aisds.msnnlib.comell.edu
Gopher Gopher Ilusdansdl “b.cornell.edu
WWWhttp: Ilwww.(ioc.govlreaoumd WWW hqx Ikww.usds.govkis

beahome.html

Bureauof Jueth Statktks Natbnal Centerfor EducatkmStatlatks
m? m: Imp.ed.gov
Gophec //justice2.usdoj.gov70/ll/ojp/bjs Gopher Ilgopher.ed.gov
WWWhttp: hcjrs.aspensys.corn:glhiboutbjs.html WWWhttp: Ihvww.ed.govfpubdstats.html

Dureau of Labor Stativtlcs Natbnal Center for HealthStatistics
FIT? //stats.bls.gov m:
Gopblx //stats.bls.gov Gopher
WWWhttp: Ilstats.bls.gov WWWhtqx Ihvww.cdc.govhchswwwl

nchshome.htm
Bureau oflkensportatbn Statistks
m //ftp.bta.gov Offla oflkearch & Statiat4 SSA
Gopher //gopha.bts.gov Fll% Mtp.ssa.gov!pub
Www imp: Ilwww.bts.gov Gopher Ilgophu.ssa.gov

WWWhttp: hvww.ssagovlstatisticd
Centersf- DieeaeeC4)ll@01& prevention Ofs.home.html
m Mtp.cdc.gov
Gopher Ilgopher.cdc.gov science Resourm Stud~ Natbnal science
Www http Ihvww.cdc.gov Foundatbn

Fl?% htb.nsr.gov
Economic Research Servkq DepL of Agrhlture Gophw Ilstis.nsf.gov
m: llw&mennM“ .cOrIlell.edu WWWhttp: Ikvw.nsf.govlsbdsrdstat.s.htm
Gopher //usda.mennlib.comell.edu
WWWhttp Ilwww.econag.gov

StatlstIa of Incomq InternalRevenueServbe
Energyhformatbn Administration m
m mp.eia.doe.gov eopiw
GoplxK Ilgopher.eia.doe.gov WWWhttp: Avww.uslrws.govhrewuylbureausl
WWWhttp: Ilwww.eiadoe.gov irdii.htrnl

%wirmunental protection Agensy STAT-US&Commer=
m Mtp.epagov m
hplw Ilgopk.epagov Gopher
WWWhap: Ilwww.epagov WWW hap: h+iww.stat-usll.gov

Div.of -Ch & sta@IC4FDIC u. s. PoetelServim
m Mtp.fdic.gov Fll?
3opheK Ilgopher.fdic.gov Gophlx
WWWhtqx Ilwww.fdic.govlfdicdrs.hbnl WWWhup: Ilwww.usps.gov

Wpted fmm“StatisticalAgenciesontheInternet”(1CV2M5)byDsnRope(Ro~_D@bls.gov),Bureauof Labor
Mistics.
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FiguroA2-Summary of Media Availabilityby Agency

Ek43ronkFaxI=& DIract Clptkel Data Other
Agency BUlkMn Auto computerInternetDbra Dlskettea Tapes Electronic

Fasbnck DlaMII (CD-ROM) Media
. — — — — —

Agency for HealthCue
Polky & Raeearcb x x x x x x x

Bureau of thecelllw x x x x x x x

Bureau of E4mllomk
Aaelyak x x x x x x x

Bureau of Jmtia Stat. x x Planned x x x

Bureauof Le$or Stat. x x x x x x x

Bureau of
lkanrportetia Stat. x x x x x

Centerefor D-
4kItrol & Prevention x x x x x x x x

lkmomkReaearcb
m Dept. of
Agrkmltwe x x x x x

EnergyInformation x x Plalmed x x x x
Adminktmtion

FederalReserveBoard x x x x x

MmJgratkmand
NatmalktbnServ. x x x x

WonalAgrkultural
Statkttmservice x x x x x x

htlonalCenterfor
EducetionStatktla x x x x Ltmltad x x

WioMI Centerfor
HealthStatktka x x x x x x

Mice of Reeearcb
& Statkt~ SSA x x x x

k3enceR~=
Studiel$NM Sc4ence
Foundation x x x x x x x

ktlatia of Incomq IRS x x PleImed x x x

iTAT-USAjCommer= x x x x

U.S.GedogidSurvey x x x x x x x x

u.s.Pdal Servke x x
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Agency for Health Care Policy and Research
(HHWAHCPR)

Agency for Health Care Policy and Research
Executive Office Center
2101 E. Jefferson St., Ste. 501
RockviUej MD 20852

Qener81Contact lnformatiom
DeirdreHerman,Phone: (301)594-1364x 165,e-mail:dhermaa@poS.ahcpngov for HealthcareCost
and Utilization Project, hcupnls@cghslr.ahcpr. gov, or contact Roxanne Andrews, randrews
@cghslr.ahcpr.gov,(301)594-1410

In August1995,AHCPRreleasedtheHealthcareCostandUtilizationRo@ct(HCUP-3)Nationwide
InpatientSample(NIS),Release1,whichcontains data on all inpatient hospital stays from a 20% sample
of U.S. hospitals. HCUP-3 is a Federal-state-industry partnership to build a multi-state health care data-
base. HCUP-3 was the frost microdata product made available by AHCPRin both magnetic tape and
CD-ROM format. The NIS, Release 1 includes data from 1988-1992. NIS, Release 2, which will in-
clude data from 1993, is expected to be released in early 1996.

OtherAgency products include data from theAIDS Cost and Services Utilization Survey (ACSUS) and
the 1987 National Medical Expenditure Survey (NMES). ACSUS is a longitudinal study of persons with
HIV-related disease and is one of the lagest data collection efforts tmgeting the population of persons in-
fected with HIV NMES continues a series of national health care expenditure surveys, most recently the 1980
National Medical Care Utilizadon and Expendii Survey and the 1977 National Medical Care Expenditure
Survey. NMES Household Survey covers both the U.S. civilian, noninstitutionslizd mmulation. as well as
residents and admissions to nur&g homes and hcilities for the mentally retard@ && the coke of the
survey year.

Both HCUP-3 and NMES are sources for numerous AHCPR publications of statistical data in tabular
form. These statistical reports cover abroad range of topics, including national estimates of the cost of
inpatient hospital care, insurance coverage of the population, the number of uninsured in the population,
use of health services by the insured and uninsured, as well as national estimates of total heal-h ‘expendi-
tures.
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Bureau of the Census
(DOC/CENSUS)

Bureau of the Census
Ctlstoma Services
Room 3649, FB 3
Washington, DC 20233

QeneralContact lnformatiom
customer &lVi(XS, Wshh@xt, ~ 20233, phOIAtX(301) 457A$100, f= (301) 457-4714,
e-maik gatekeeperfkanaus ,gOv

General subject matter categories of data oferingattheCenSUShu’eau include demographicdataj
WOllOmiC(la@ smallarea(h@ producthtfmtim, pressK- W research-, &Ographic&it&and
custom data extractcapabilities. Some s@Ic examples of data include population estimates and projec-
tim, eumomic indi~, international tradetit state rankings and prof.i.ies,and fmcial data for states,
counties, cities, and school districts.

Most of the dataare available on the Internetandoptical disc (CD-ROM). Some of the dataate available
throughekztronic bulletin bormkftmesand auto faxbacks, data tapes and cartridges. Diskettes arerarelyused
todkminme electronic information. Informationon the ekctmnic bulletin boaW faxes and auto faxbacks
areprovided intextandkta btdarfol’tmm flllothe xmediapfovid edataintex~ tabularandkwmicrodata
folmats.

As part of the Bureau’seffoit to dramatically expand Amerkans’ wcess to oflkial demogmphic and
economic information, the Census Bmeau plans to expand ektronic disednation of its data The IntemeL
along with other electronic sys~ will graduallybecome the primarysource for Census Bureau stdstks.

The Bureau is planning to design, develop, and implement a system for data access and dissemination
called DADS. The objective is to provide one general (electronic) system for all access to Census Bureaudata.
This system will be fas%fkxibk andcost-efikient. The initial guiding principles are @atgeography is the
integrating factq Title 13 data are pmkctML metadata will be available integrally with the data and the
numberofpfe-spedfkdprintedmportswillbe “ “ “ A.

I ElectronicMedia Type Availability I

In-house

customer
services

(301) 45741m

NO

Fxee/Sale
In-house

Same

In-house

YES YES YES

sale Sale Sale Sale
In-house In-house In-house In-house

I I (knridges

Same Same Same Same

Note Free/Saledenoteswhethera fee is cwg~. ~-~u~outside ~scri~s w~fe m~~ we P~uced;
bottomrow containscontactinformation.
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Bureau of Economic Anaiysis
(DOCIBEA)

Bureau of Economic Analysis
1441 L. St. NW
Room 6044, Stop BE-62
W-gum, DC 20230

~eneral Contact Information
BEA REIS CD-ROM: (202) 606-5360; Survey NAT-USA CD-ROM: (202) 606-9695; e-mail:
lehtndaGWea.doc.gov

Most of BEA’s economic statistics are made available in electronic form, with diskettes being the
most widespread medium used. In addition to diskettes, on-line access -- both by bulletin board and by
Internet (World Wide Web) -- is provided for BEAs news releases and for estimates from BEA’s national
income and product accounts, its “leading indicators” program (which will be transferred to the Confer
ence Board later in 1995), and its regional economic accounts. All of these statistics are made available
as ASCII tables; most of the diskettes also include a program that allows users to import the ASCII
tables into Lotus1-2-3 spreadsheets. BEAs monthly journal, SurveyOJCurrentBusiness,is published
on the Internet and on CD-ROM in Adobe’s portable document formw, the CD-ROM includes a utility
that allows Winabwsusers to copy tables into spreadsheet format. A few BEA databases are still made~

. available on magnetic tape, but BEA is considering discontinuation of this medium and use of an alte~
native, perhaps write-once CD-ROMs. Most of the detailed estimates from BEA’s regional accounts are
published on an annual CD-ROM. In addition to on-line access, BEA’s news releases are available by
fax, and summaries are available as recorded telephone messages. BEA also publishes most of its major
databases on two CD-ROMs produced by S’IXT-USA, these databases are in the National Trade Data
Bank in ASCII format.

In the coming year, BEA expects to broaden the availability of its estimates on the Inteme~ as part of
this effo~ BEA will experiment with designing an interactive system of us~access to its data. BEA
also anticipates somewhat greater use of CD-ROMs, particularly as an alternative way to disseminate
print publications.

ElectronicMedia Type Availability

Ebaw&#i‘R** “.. D&ed j;i :IM:iim :i:~ %$-g ~~~; ~$,~~
$-B -m;... “’”,“co&lmpu&’%%%-= w= &*&Wj fi~~ ;:- :
y~ ~y...,,:y.:zy.:z..,, ,

,,,= y’Iyl#8: Did-hj”’~ %-$EE ;{g#tQ~ -j;= -~ $~~~;.~,.,:,,,:,:., ..:::W:;y::+:~ ::;:::;:;,,::::::::::,:,,,:,,,:,,,:.::..,::,:,:.:.::,,:,,:,.::::::,,:,:,:,:,:,:,:.:,:.:,:.:.:.:-.::,::,.,:::,:j,-: ;::,:,i,i,{,,,:,:,.:... ..... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,.,,.,,.., ............. ........... ,

NO

Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale Sale F=
outside Outside outside In/outside In-house In-house In-house

STN-USA STAT-USA STAT-USA NTIS* USER’S USER’S Rocadcd
EBB FAX GPO GUIDE GUIDE Telephone

leland.scott@ lU BEA TO BEA Messages
bca.doc.gov INIWRM- INrORM-(202)606-99(m
(202)606-9695 MATION . MATION

Wok Free/Saledenotc6whethera fee is chargd, In-house/Outsidedescribeswheremediaareproduced;
bottomrow containscontactinformation.
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Bureau of Justice Statistics
(DOJ~JS)

Bureauof Justice Statistics

633 IndianaAve., NW
washington,Dc 20531

Qoneral Contact Information:
Electronic data -- Crime and Justice Programs, Intemniversity Consortium for Political and Social Re-
search, P.O. Box 1248, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1248, phone: (313) 763-5011, e-mail: cdunn@Icpsr.
umtch.exhq Publications -- BJS Clearinghouse, PO. Box 6000, Rockville, MD 20850, phone (301) 251-
5242

The Bureau of Justice Statistics provides statistical data on the dynamics of crime and the criminal
justice system in a variety of electronic formats. These data.are derived from administrative record series
and surveys on crime victimization, characteristics and populations of jails and prisons, adjudication pro-
cesses, civil justice, employment and expenditure for the criminal justice system, law enforcement man-
agement and administrative statistics, and various Federal justice components, including courts and pris-.
ens. At this poin~ all published reports are available free in hard-copy through the BJS Clearinghouse at
the National Criminal Justice Reference Service. The most recent releases are available by fax-on-&.
mand through a bulletin board maintained by the National Criminal Justice Reference Service.

All BJS data files are available on tape from the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data, operated
by the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research. Smaller fdes are also available on
diskette, and topical CD-ROMs containing multiple data fdes are also prepared. Files are available free to
ICPSR-member institutions, analysts in state and local governmen~ and researchers working on DOJ
research projects; they are available to all others on a cost-reimbursable basis from ICPSR. CD-ROMs are
available to non-members from the National Criminal Justice Reference Service for $25.

In FY 1996, BJS will make substantial changes to the way it provides access to its public-use data
files. File transfer protocol (ftp) will become the primary means for disseminating BJS files archived at
the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data (NACJD). Users will be able to access these fdes via the
Internet at World Wide Web sites bdng constructed for BJS and for NACJD. Future nlans are to txovide
metadata information for BJS public-use files and to provide explore and extract ~oftware & would
enable users to download subsets of files.

ElectronicMedia Type Availability
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Bureau of Labor Statistics
(DOUBLS)

Bureau of Labor Statistics
2 MassachusettsAvenue NE
Room 4110
Washington DC 20212-0001

~enoral Contact Information
Customer Service, 2 MassacbusettsAve. ~ Room 2850, WashingtonDC 20212-0001, phone (202) 606-5886,
e-maik McMicbae.l_M@bls+gov

‘he Bmeau of Labor Statistics provides currentand historical data principally in tbe area of labor econom-
ics, in electronic form. Among the categories of data available to tbe public are employment data from the
bousebold andpayroll surveys, the PmducerPrice Index, tbeConsumerPriceIndex,tie Employment Cost Index,
productivity ~ statistics on tbe provision of employee benefim and data on the incidence of occupational
injuries and illness. ‘1’besestatistics are available tbrougbLABS’IAT,the Bureau’spublic data- thatcontains
both curremand historical datzLas well as currentpress releases.

Tlw Bureau’spresent focus is on providing all the datapossible tbrougbtbe Imeme&and mom spedkally
the WorldWMe Web. Our immediate goal was to put up tbe most frequently requested informadon and docu-
mens andthis was essentially completed on bbor Day 1995. Ourabort-tam goals are two-fold to convert our
production process, so that we are producing electronic layout as well as paper layou~ and to assist the user in
mvagmmwam M-qhu@tiwofc-m -d*dXmk. our
long-term goal will be to capture 111years of publisbed materkdand make it available to the public in tie most
effective means possible.
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Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(DOTIBTS)

Bureau of TmmportW“onstatistics
Room 3430, ~ SWC1.ltb StreeGSW
washington, Dc 20590

QeneralContact Infofmatiom
Phone (202) 366-3081; fax: (202) 366-3* e-maik roberLrarnetske@bts.gov Customer ServiceK Att.
Kathleen Brdley, Room 3430,400 Seventh S& SW Washington, DC 20590, phoncz (202) 366-3282 fax:
(202) 366-3640, e-maik kathleenJmdley@bts=gov

The Bureau provides information and data that describe the state of the nation’s transportation sys-
tem. The Bureau provides tabular data in ASCII and various spreadsheet formats, microdata in database
formats, and various textual reports. Every product produced by the Bureau is available in electronic
form, on the Intemeg CD-ROM, or diskette.
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Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(HHS/CDC)

Centers for Dkase Control and prevention
1600 Clifton Road, NE
AtlanQ GA 30333

Qenoral Contact Information:
CDCNAC ONLINE: (800) 458-5231; CDCVIS: (404) 332-4555; CDC WONDER: (770) 488-7536

The vision of the Centers for Disease Control and prevention (CDC) is one of HealthYPeode in a
Healthy Worl& with the focus being public health and prevention. With Wisin mind, CM p~ovides
informationin a varietyof electronicforms, includingthe Internet (CDCWorldWkleWebhomepage,
http:l/www.cdc.govandFileTransferProtocol,ftp.cdc.gov), aboutdiseases,injuries,violenceanddis-
abilities,health risks, infectioncontrol,occupationalhealth and biosafetyoral health and reproductive
health. CDCaddressesthe healthof specificpopulations(adolescents,infantsand children,minorities,
veteransandwomen)andprovidesCDCRevention Guidelines,travelers healthinformation,andpuM-
cations such as EmergingInfectiousDisease%and the MorbidityandMorfalityWeeklyReport(MMWR)
serial publications. Scientific dam surveillance, health statistics, laboratory information, funding, train-

“ ing and employment opportunities are also available on the CDC World Wide Web home page. In the
future, CDC plans to continue to expand its information dmsemination through the Internet and to de-..
velop CD-ROMs.

Electronic Media Type Availability
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Economic Research Sewice
Department of Agriculture

(USDA/ERS)

Economic Research Service
1301 New YorkAvenue, NW
Washington,D.C. 20005-4788

6eneralContactInformation:
ERSInformationCentez 1301 NewYOrkAve.,NW,Room 110,Washington,DC 20M15-4788,phone: (202) 219-
0515, fax (202) 219-0112, e-maik servke@ecomag~ov

The &OIiOIniC Research &%vitx?~) iS @U@y responsibk fm FedemdStiitiStiCS on farm sector in-
cmne, assets, anddem @CUklU’d producdti~, fm land Vdlle and major Iand=, food consumption, prices,
and expenditures agriculturalcommodity supply and demand, and U.S. agriculturaltrade. Most dataare avail-
able in tabularform on diskettes, CD-ROM, and the lnteme~ ERS also maintains a bulletin boardsystem and a
fax-on-demand system for information and datadissemination.

ERS continues to expand the quantityand scope of agency dataavailable electronically in all mediub the
capabilities of the Internetdevelop, the agency expects to offer interactive databaw on rhe Internetthatmay
nti be offered throughothermedia
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Energy Information Administration
(DOE/EIA)

-Y hlformationAdmin.ismtiOn
U.S. Depanment of Ene%y
Washington, DC 20585

Oenoral Contact Information
NationalEneagy InformationCeamZphone (202)586-8800, e-maik irhctr@e&due+gov

The Energy Information Administration (EIA), the world-wide leader in energy dam analysis, and
forecasting, makes available in various electronic formats statistical data and information on energyre-
sourcesand reserves, enagy production, enagy demand and consumption, ene%y technologies, and re-
lated economic and statistical information relevant to the adequacy of energy resources to meet the Nation’s
energy demands in the near- and longer-term future.

EIA’s electronic information takes the form of descriptive and analytic text tables of current and
historic time series and forecast dam, public-use data files and databases; and combined databasdsoftware

‘, applications that permit the user to generate results. Dissemination media include facsimiles, CD-ROMs,
~ Internet servers, bulletin boards, diskettes, and tapes.
.!,

,, EIA’s future plans include increasing the availability of information on the IntemeC publishing a peri-
odical CD-ROM containing the bulk of EIA’s publications, databases, and applications; instituting a fax-
on-demand service in 1996; and creating a coxporate electronic fde repository accessible to both Internet
and dial-up customers.

EIA currently disseminates 5 rewrts via broadcast fax: 4 seasonal “watches” (Low Sulfur Distillate
Watch, RFG Wa~h, Propane Watch, ‘md Petroleum Market Report) and theWeekly ‘Coal Report.
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Federal Reserve Board
(FRB)

FederalReserve Board
20tb & ConstitutionAvenue, NW
Washington, DC 20551

General Contact Information:
Publication Services, Federal Reserve Boanl WasMngton,DC 20551, phone: (202) 452-3245, fax: (202) 728-
5886

The Board of Govemors of the Federal Rescxve System makes some of its statistical releases available to
the public through the US Deparbnent of Commerce’sEconomic Bulletin Board. Commner access to the re.
leases can be ob~ned by sub&iption. For furtherinformationregardinga subscriptiont; the Economic BuIle
tin Boar&pkase call (202) 482-1986.

Data available in electronic form from the Federal Reserve fall into the following categories

+ Banking StiitiStiCS

+ Statistics on the general economy and financial markets

+ Statistics on interestrates and lending

+ Tapes of commercial bank call and income reports(DOC-NTIS)

+ Home Loan Disclosure Act data on mortgage lending (CD-ROM: Federal Fmcial
InstitutionsExamination Council)

+ Textaof testimony before Congressional committees, minutes of meedngs of the Federal
Open MarketCommittee, and District l%mnomicConditions, (Z7zeBeigeBook) (DOCBulle-
tin Board)
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Immigration and Naturalization Service
(DOJIINS)

Immigration and Naturalization Service
Statistics Division
425 Eye SL NW
Washington, DC 20536
Attn: Tariff Bldg Room 268

~eneral Contact Information:
Phone (202) 376-3066, fax: (202) 376-3083, e-maik hoefermi@9justice.usdoj.gov

The INS provides a limited number of data series through electronic dissemination. Data on legal
immigration is provided on tape to interested users through tie National Technical Information Service .
(NTIS). We also have tapes relating to legalized aliens available at NTIS. Other data series that are in
less demand are sold on tape or sometimes as PC microdata files by the Statistics Division.

INS intends to make more information available through the Internet in text and tabular form. A
,, report on legal immigration with tables was posted recently on the Department of Justice Gopher.

.

I Electronic Media Type Availability I
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National Agricuiturai Statistics Service
(USDA/NASS)

National AgriculturalStatistics Service
Room 5805- SOUthAglicukure
14th & IndependenceAve., SW
Washington,DC 20250-2000

~onoral Contact Information:
Phone(800)727-9540or(202)720-7017,fax:(202)690-1311,e-rnaikNASS@AG.GOV

The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) provides meaningful, accurate, and objective
statistical information and services for the United States, its agriculture, and its rural communities. About
400 national reports are issued by NASS every year, with estimates for 120 crops and 45 livestock items.
MartyNASS data series are time- and market-sensitive, with data security twing emphasized. Each report
is released according to a fixed annual calendar. Addkional selected state reports are also released.

All scheduled statistical reports are loaded to the USDA Computerized Information Delivery Service
(CIDS). CIDS operates as a commercial bulletin board with monthly fee and usage charges. A wide

“ variety of reports from other USDA agencies, including a number of reports dealing with foreign agricul-
tural production and export opportunities are also available over CIDS. Selected NASS reports are loaded
to a free ERS-NASS bulletin board. A limited amount of fax transmissions are made from NASS Head-
quarters; however some NASS state statistical offices do use autofax for time-sensitive reports to Head-
quarters.

Immediate release reports and many data products are available on Internet through a cooperative
agreement with Mann Library at Cornell University accessible within three hours report release time.
Cornell offers a free subscription service to data users via e-mail. NASS also loads some national and
many state statistical office reports to Internet through the USDA node, where their World Wide Web
home page is located. Users can access artyavailable “NASS reports, regardless of which node is being
used. Additionally, a CD-ROM product called AgriculturalStatistics is now being produced annually.
Diskettes are used for storing county estimate series dam as well as large annual chemical use data and
publications.
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Note Free/Saledenoteswhethera fee is charged;In-house/Outsidedescribes where media are produced;
bottom row contains contact information.
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National Center for Education Statistics
(EdlNCES)

National Center for Education Statistics
555 New JerseyAve., NW
Washington, DC 20208-5652

Genor81Contact Information
National Data Resource Center(NDRC) 1900 N. BeauregardSt., Suite 200, AlexancMi VA 22311-1722, phone:
(703) 845-3151, fax (703) 8207465, email: ndrc@inet+ed.gov

The National Center for Education Statistics OWES) collects statisdca on the CQnditionof education m the
United StateS analyzes and reports the meaning and signifxance of these statistics and assists states and local
education agencies in improving theirstatistical systems. NCES makes its dataavailable in a variety of electronic
forma@ primmily usrngCD-ROM and the Internet. NCES provides major Wabases, electronic codebooks and
table generation software on CD-ROM for general use, and routinely releases data via CD-ROM through the
Oovemment Printing Office. NCES uses the InWnet for dissemination of f~s and publication%including an-
nounceanentsof new publications and data sew descriptions of programs,press releases, seachable dhwtories,
funding opportunities, event czdendam and full-text publications.

NCES provides its customers with the abfity to design and request theirown tables and correlationmatrices
, through the Internet using its Data Analysis System (DAS) servez NCES has established the National Data

Resource Center (NDRC) to broaden access to data and information fkomstudies and surveys that NCES main-
tains. In addition to NCES projects which are available off-the-shelf, the NDRC provides various customer
services to eadumcethe availability of NCES dattLincluding data in customized formats andh on customized
media.

I Electronic Media Type Availability
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bottomrow containscontactinformation.
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National Center for Health Statistics
(HHS/NCHS)

National Center for Health Statistics
6525 Belcmt Rd., Rm. 1050
Hyattsvill% MD 20872

GeneralOontactInformation:
DataDissemination Branch,Division of Data Services, National Centerfor Health Statistics, 6525 Behest Rd.,
Room 1064, Hyattsville MD 20782, phone: (301) 436-8500, fax: (301) 436-4258, e-mail: nchsquery
@nchlOa.enudc.gov

The National Center for Health Statistics is theNation’s principal health statisticsagency. The Center has
two major types of data systems systems based on populations and systems based on reamds. The systems
include dataon vital events as well as reformationon health status,Iiiestyle andexposure to unhealrhy influences,
the onset and diagnosis of illness and disabtity, and the use of health care resources.

In zidition to a wide range of printedmaterials NCHS releases information throughthe following means:
floppy diskettes contain survey dataas well as tabularand textual materialspublished in NCHS reports; public-
use data tapes contain survey microdataas well as smvey documentation; CD-ROMs contain all informationon
the public-use data tapes as well as NCHS’ own software, provided to retrieve, access and search the data and
documentation; the NCHS home page on the InternetWorldWide Web contains information about NCHS pro-
m ~ =~i~$ wss mks and fact *cW viewable and downloadable files of NCHS publications, and
an interactivequery function. Furtherm~ NCHS releases its dataon-line through WONDER and PC-WON-
DER, which is developed andmaintainedby the Centers forDisease ControlandPrevention in Atlanta. NCHS
has developed the Statistical Export andThbuIationSystem (SEX’S),which provides developers with tools to
produce CD-ROMs or diskettes containing databases and documentation for distribution.The SEH Designer
Kitisbeing used by private and publicorganizationsand is for sale by GPO.

Plans rncludeprint-on-demandservices, Internetlinks to state health dauLand improved access.

Electronic Media Type Availability
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Offico of Researchand Statistics
Social SecurityAdministration

(SS~PE@’OIW)
~lce of ReSt?WChand Statistics
4(215 @Ti’M.iOUS Building
6401 Security Blvd.
Baltimom, MD 21235

aonoml Contact Idommtion
Phone (410) %5-5530, fax (410) %5-3380, e-maikjoeLb.packman@aaa.gov

The Social SecurityA~ “On’sOffice of w-h and S@tiStiCS(ORS) provides Ongohg S@St@d
data (and research analyses) on the Internet for the Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability (OASDI) and Supple-
mentary Security Income (SSI) programs. ORS’quarterly,annual and one-time publications are made avail-
able in electronic format to help interested individuals keep current on major issues that historically or cur-

rently have policy implicadons and programrelevance for the Nation’smjor securityincomeprograms.AS
an initialeffortto makestatisticaldata availableon the hmxne~ORSchosestatisticaltablesthat involve
pro-s *s= W ~ SOC~SWW@A-~011 NW. me= ~b wcpublishedintheAgency’s
SocialSecurityBulletinand theAnnualStatistical Supplement. The success of tlds effort motivated ORS to
make available a number of its publications in Portable Document Format (PDF). As examples, Fast Facts
and Figunw- a publication designed to answer the most frequently asked questions about OASDI beneficti-
ries and SS1 recipients --is now available on the Internetin PDF format. Social SecurityPmgrants Z7mugh-
out the Wodd -- a publication that provides information that can be used for comparative anrdyses on the
development of social security programs for 165 wtmtries - is also available now on the In-et in PDF
format.

To help with its world class service goal and with likecutiveOffice initiatives, SSA established “Socii
security OnLii” -- an expanded Jxttemetsite for ekdronic distribution of statistical da@ as well as other
Agency information. Internetusers have several ways to txcess “Social Security OnLine” and ORS’ statistical
datzL&pending on theirpreference and the computerhardwareand software available to them.

+ WorldW* Web.-A hypatextformatthatrequiresa graphicalinterface,suchas Mosaic. TheInternetaddressis
httpdlwww-.gov/statiatkn/ora_home.htmL

● Oopher.-Atext-only hieramhicd menu system. ‘k Intemt address is gophersaa.gov.
6 FileTraosfesProtocol(F1’P).-Fordirecttnmsfesof fdestotheusefs localcomputerbythefde transfesprotocol.

Internetaddressis ftp40v4ub.

ORS will continue to provide additional statistical data in the state-of-the-art format on the Internetdoring rhe
coming years.

Electronic Media Type Availabilityy
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ScienceResourcesStudies
NationalScienceFoundation

(NSF/SRS)

National Science Foundation
Division of Science Resources Studies
4201 Wk BotdevarG Suite %5
Arlington, VA 22230

CMmeralContact Information
DiviSimof Science Resources Studies - phone: (703) 306-1780, fax (703) 306-0510 Publications -- e-maik
pubdhsf~ov NSF’s Science andTechnology InformationSystem (STIS) -- phone: (703) 306-021 ZCASPAR
- ~tum ksearch Corporation,7315 Wkconsin Avenue Suite 631 W, Bethes@ MD 20814, phone (301)
657-3070

Science Resources Studies (SRS) provides statistical information related to the science and engineering
(S8CE)enttxprise in the United States andinternationally. Data series cover S&E education, the S&E work
force, and funding for research and development. Publications include both tabular and analytical reports.
Microdatain the form of public-use andhr Conf-tia.l data ffles are produced for most SRS surveys.

In additionto producrngprintpublications, SRS publications and tables aremade avai.lablethroughthe SRS
home page on theWorldWkle Wb @~://~.wfgov/sNsdsti&hti) and through the National S&me
Foundation’s science and Tximology InfcmnationSystem (STIS), which is accessible through anonymous ftp,
telne~ gopher, e-mail, and non-Internetremote log-in via modem. STIS features a full-feattued text search and
retrievalsoftware (lCIPI~ to help users locate documents. SRS also maintains CASPAR, a databasesystem on
compact CD-ROM, containing informationabout academic science and engineering resources. CASPAR files
are also available over the huerne~

Currentplans for enhancements to its electronic dissemination include revisions to CASPAR to enhance its
user fiiedliness and development of a u-friendly databasesystem in which individuals can produce custom-
designed tabdationa from SRS work force data This lamx system is known m Scientist andEngineer Statistics
Data System (SES’IXI’). SRS is also working on increasing the amount of metadata available related to its
surveys thatareaccessible on the Internet.With the incmadng popularityof theWorldWMeWeb, SRS has been
devoting more resources to pmpamtion of electronic documents in hypevtexfform for posting on theWeb.
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Statistics of Income
[nternal Revenue Service

(IRs/soI)

Statistics of Income Division (CFWS:P)
InternalRevenue Selvice
P.O. Box 2608
washington, Dc 20013-2608

Cten.ralContactInfonnatiom
StatisticalInfmmationServices,Stadsdcsof Income (CPRSP), PO Box 2608,
Washing- DC 20013-2608, phorE (202) 874-0410, fax (202) 874-0922, 6Wdkbdh.khS@Wp&k~OV

Statistics of Income (S01) of the Internal Revenue Service produces detailed income and tax statistics
for use by tax researchers, demographers, and economic analysts. SOI is primarily responsible for ob@n-
ing, tabulating, and publishing tax return statistics and for providing the Department of the Treasury and
Congress with information on income and taxes for use in analyzing existing and proposed tax policies.
The data also are used by the Commerce Department’s Bureau of EconomicAnalysis in the development
of the national accounts. Tax information available include data for individuals, corporations, partner-
sMps, sole proprietorships, tax-exempt oqymizations, estate tax and personal wealth studies, foreign ac-

‘~ tivity of U.S. corporations and citizens, and activity of foreign corporations in the U.S.
.!.,

All SOI reports are available in hardcopy Selected data from them -- including text and tabular
material from recent issues of the quarterlyS01 Bulletin-- areamong the 1,000 or so files now available
on the SOI Electronic Bulletin Board (EBB). Faxes and auto-faxbacks of publicly-available information
can be requested on a limited basis. CD-ROMs of historical data on individuals are being prepared under
contract and will be for sale in the future. Most public-use microdara and tabular data are available on a
reimbursable basis on diskette, magnetic tape, or microfilm. Plans are underway to establish an Internet
node for SOI, which would give users greater manipulability with regard to SOI data. The SOI EBB is
currently accessible through FedWbrl& IRS-IS BBS, IRS Forms BBS, and soon the IRSWorld Wkle Web
home page and the Treasury World Wide Web home page.
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STAT-USA
Commerce

(DOC/STAT-USA)
STAT-USA
H4885
Us. Departmentof commerce

Washingm D.C. 20230

~eneral Contact Information:
Phone (202) 482-19K, fax (202) 482-21W, e-maikstat-uaa@doc.gov

STAT-USA is the offkial source for electronic releases from the Economics and Statistics Adminis-
tration (ESA) within the U.S. Department of Commerce. The STAT-USA “repository” includes data and
press releases from ESA on a number of important topics, such as national economic indicators and related
analytical reports from fhe Chief Economist of the United States. In addition, S’MT-USA provides a
“Federal government-wide” one-stop “shop” for &ta and information of interest to business and econom-
ics users. The ofilcial home of the National Trade Data Bank (a valuable information source for busi-
nesses involved in foreign trade) is S’IAT-USL but over forty agencies contribute to this database on a
regular basis. In addition, many agencies use S’IXT-USAas their electronic dissemination “parmer” in
providing information to the public. Such diverse agencies as the Federal Reserve Board, the National
Labor Relations Board, and theAgency for International Development release their electronic information
through STAT-USA.
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U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS)

U.S. Geological Survey
508 National Center
RestmLVA 22092

Qonoml Cont8ct Infofmatiom
Phone(800)872-6277, fax (703) 648-5548

The U.S. Geological Survey distributes statistics data in the areas of geology (hazards, resources, and
environment), water (surface water quantity and flow, surface and ground water quality), and basic geo-
graphical spatial information utilized for mapping and data analysis. As an example, the Water Resources
District Offke in Montana served real-time streamflow data to over 700 outside users via the World
Wide Web (WWW) in September 1995.

The USGS has been very proactive in using electronic dissemination mechanisms. The Bureau has
actively displayed a leadership role in Executive Order 12906, utilizing the National Spatial Data Infra-
structure. The WWW is used extensively throughout the organization to provide access to USGS data.

z Publications formerly only available in print form are now available in an expanded form through the
Web. The Survey also strives to meet the needs of its customers by making data available through a wide
variety of medm including CD-ROM, 8-mm magnetic tape, 3480 cartridge tape, floppy d~k, and CD-R.
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U.S. Postal Service
(USPS)

Us. Postal service
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW,Room 5821
Washington, DC 20260-2205

QeneralContact Information:
ExternalMeasurementSystems, 475 L’Enfant PlazaSW, Room 5913, Washington, DC 20260-2205

The U.S. Postal Service provides quarterly estimates of fwst-class mail service performance into each
of 96 cities from their respective aggregate overnigh~ twoday, and three-day service commitment areas,
which are available in diskette form. Serviu perfonmmce data are cunently collected by PriceWaterhouse
under contract to the U.S. Postal Service. Service performance is defined in two ways: the percentage of
mail arriving within the service commitment and the average number of days to deliver. These data are
in ASCII format. Dissemination of this information in diskette form began in 1993; no changes in format
are anticipated.

Various national data about service performance for several classes of mail, customer satisfaction,
and mail revenues and volumes are scattered, but available, on the Internet. Access USPS home page on
the Intemeti http://www.usps.gov, and select FYI, About the U.S. Postal Service, and then select either
USPS Annual Repo~ Comprehensive Statement on Postal Operations, or Postal Facts.
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Reports AvalIable In the
StatlstlcaI Policy Working Paper Series
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15.
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17.
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20.
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23.

24.

Report on Statistics forAWcation of Funds (AvailablethroughNTfS DocumentSales,
PB86-211521/AS)
Report on Statistical Disclosure and Disckbsure+ivofdance lbchniques (NTIS Docu-
mentSales, PB86-211539/AS)
An Error prow: Emp@vnent as Measured by the Current Popuktion Survey (NTIS
DocumentSales PB86-214269/AS)
Glossaryof Nonsampling Error lbrms: An Illustration of a Semantic problem in
StatWcs (NTIS DocumentSales, PB86-211547/AS)
Repoti on Exact and Statistical Matching lbchniques (NTIS DocumentSales, PB86-
215829/AS)
Report on Stiticaf Uses ofAdministiative Records (NTIS Document Sales, PB86-
214285/AS)
An Interagency Review of llme-series Revision Policies (NTIS DocumentSales, PB86-
23245VAS)
Statistical Interagency Agreements (NTIS Documents Sales, RB86-23057WAS)
Contracting for Surveys (NTIS DocumentsSales, PB83-233148)
Approaches to Devebping Questionnaires (NTIS DocumentSales, PB84-105055/AS)
A Review of Indus@ Coding Systems (NTIS DocumentSales, PB84-135276)
The Role of ?WephoneData Coklkctionin Fe&raf Statistics (NTIS DocumentSales,
PB85-105971)
Fe&ral Longitudkl Surveys (NTfS DocumentsSalea,PB86-139730)
Workshop on Statistical Uses of Microcomputers in Fe&rafAgencies (NTIS Document
Salea, PB87-166393)
Quaf@ on Establishment Surveys (NTIS Document Sales, PB88-232921)
A Comparative Study of Reporting Units in selected Emplbyer Data Systems (NTIS
DocumentSales, PB90-205238)
Survey Coverage (NTIS DocumentSales, PB90-205246)
Data Editing in Fe&raf StatisticafAgenc fes (PJTfSDocumentSales, PB90-205253)
Computer Assisted Survey Information CoUection (NTIS DocumentSales, PB90-
205261)
Semiw on the @al@ of Fe&rafData (NTIS DocumentSales, PB91-142414)
Indirect Estimators in Fe&raf Bograms (NTIS DocumentSales, PB93-209294)
Report on WWistical Disclosure LimUa#on Methodo@y (NTIS DocumentSales, PB94-
165305)
Semiw on New Directions in Statistical Methodidogy (NTIS DocumentSales, PB95-
182978)
Electronic Dissemination of StatfsticafData (NTIS DocumentSales, PB96-121629)

Copies of these workingpapersmaybe orderedfromNTIS DocumentSales, 5285 PortRoyal
Road, Springfield,VA 22161; telephone: (703)487-4650. ‘Ihe Statistical Policy Working
Paper series is also availableelectronically throughthe Bureauof TransportationStatistics
WorldWide Webhome page (http: //www.bts.gov).


